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The concepts of z-, C-, and C*-embedding are "global" in the sense that they a.re 
concerned with every zero-set/continuous (and bounded) real-valued function on a subspace. 
Each of these embeddings can be "localised": z-embedding of a subspace to z-embedding of a 
particular continuous real-valued function on the subspace ; C-embedding to the extendibility of 
a particular continuous real-valued function on the subspace ; and C*-embedding to the 
extendibility of a particular bounded continuous real-valued function on tbe subspace. The aim 
of this dissertation is to obtain characterisations of these global embeddings, and to localise 
them to obtain characterisations of the corresponding local embeddings. 
The results fall into two streams: the first uses classical concepts to characterise global 
embeddings, and these are localised in classical terms; the second uses various types of filters to 
characterise the global embeddings, and the localisations are cast in filter-theoretic terms. In 
both streams any characterisation of a localised version of a global embedding immediately 
yields the original global characterisation, and furthermore increases our understanding of the 
global characterisation. 
Chapter J introduces most of the terminology that will be needed in subsequent 
chapters, and sketches nece!l5ary background. 
Chapter 2 is dedicated to completely regular filters , which are used in the 
characterisations obtained in chapters 3 and 4 . 0£ particular importance are the maximal 
completely regular filters, and their relationship to z-ultrafilters. It is shown that there is a one­
one correspondence between the maximal completely regular filters and the z-ultrafilters on a 
space. A further correspondence, central to later theory, shows that to each maximal completely 
regular filter '1 on a subspace S of X there corresponds a unique maximal completely regular 
filter 'J" on the parent space that is coarser than '1
(iv) 
Chapter 3 is concerned with characterising z-, c•-, and C- embedding, with particular 
emphasis on filter characterisatio11B, In the classical stream it is shown that S � X is z­
embedded in X iff every f E C(S) can be uniformly approximated on S by continuous real­
valued functions on cozero-supersets of S ; and that S is C- ( C'"-) embedded in X if! S is z­
embeclded in X and the collection of (bounded ) continuous real-valued functions on S that 
extend over X is dosed under the formation of (bounded) quotients. The Gillman and �erison 
cb&racterisations of c•- and C- embedding are deduced from these. In lbe filter-theoretic 
stream it iB shown that S � X is z-embedded in X if/ the trace on S of every z-ultraiilter on X 
that meets S is a z-ultrafilter on S if! every completely regular filter on Sis z-embedded in X 
; that S is C*-embedded in X if! the trace on S of every maximal completely regular filter on 
X that meet5 S is maximal completely regular on S ; and that S is C-embedded in X if/ every 
z-ultrafilter on Sis the trace on S of some z-ultrafilter on X that meets S .
Chapter 4 studies localisations of the results of chapter 3. In the classical stream , the 
localisation of the z-embedding result shows that if S � X and / E C(S) then / is z-embedded 
in X if! f can be uniformly approximated on S by continuous real-valued functions on cozero­
supersets of X that contain S ; the localisation of the c• - ( C-) em bedding results are very 
elegant localisations of the Gillman and Jerison characterisations, showing that / E c•(S) 
(/ E C(S)) extends over X iff disjoint Lebesgu�sets 0£ / a.re completely separated in X (and S 
is completely separated from every zero-set of X that is completely separated from / ) . In the 
filter-theoretic stream, the localisation of the z-embedding result of chapter 3 shows that 
/ E C(S) is z-embedded in X if/ each member of a particular family of completely regular 
filters on X, associated with / , is z-embedded in X ; localisation of the C*- and C- embedding 
results bas to date been only partially successful, and only a 
netessary filter-theoretic condition for the extendihiUty of a given / € C*(S) is derived. 
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We begin with an informal overview of the auns and content of the dissertation. 
Concepts introduced here will be discussed in greater detail in subsequent sections. 
Let us establish just enough notation and make just enough definitions in order to 
hriefly describe the subject matter. Throughout this dissertation S will denote a subspace of a 
topological space X , and we shall refer to X as the parent space ( of S ) . The reals R will 
always have their usual topology. By a zero-set of a space X we shall mean a set of the form 
/-1(0) where / is a continuous real-valued function on X . If / is a continuous real-valued
function on the subspace S , then by an extension off fo X we mean a continuous real-valued 
function g on X whose restriction to S, g) S, is just / . We shall denote by C(X) (resp. 
C*(X)) the set of all continu011s (resp. continuous and bounded) real-valued functions on a 
space X.
We say that S is z-embedded in X if every zere>-set of S is the intersection with S of a 
zero-set of X . If every continuous (resp. bounded continuous) real-valued function on S extends 
over the parent space X, then we say that Sis C-embedded (resp. c•-embedded) in X. These 
three embeddings are global in the sense that they concern themselves with every zero­
set/continuoUB (and bounded) real-valued function on a subspace. It is easily seen that z­
embedding is necessary for both C- and C*- embedding. 
One of the main aims of the dissertation is to obtain filter-theoretic characterisations of 
z-, C-, and C*- embedding of a subspace. In the case of z-embedding this is achieved directly. 
For C-, and C" - embedding it is achieved by first obtaining more standard characterisations of 
extendibility and then characterising these conditions in filter-theoretic terms. This results in 
the establishment of interesting relationships, in the presence of one of these embeddings, 
between va.rious types of filter on the subspace with those on the parent space. 
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The other ma.in objective is to obtain localisations of z., c• -, and C- embedding, 
dealing witb a single continuous function 1 at a time. WhereaB z-embedding is concerned with
every zero-set of the subspace ( and the collection of all zero-sets is determined by the collection 
of all continuoUB real-valued function on the subspace), the localised version of z-embedding is 
concerned with a particular class of zero-sets associated with any given continuoUB real-valued 
function on tbe subspace. The localised version of z-embedding of S in X is termed the z­
embedding in X of a single given J E C(S) (defined later). What makes this a true localisation 
is that the global em bedding is recoverable from the proposed localisation: S is z-embedded in 
X iff every / e C(S) is z-embedded in X . Hence by finding conditioru! for the z-embedding of 
any given function on a subspace we ma.y proceed to conditions under which all functions will be 
z-embedded, i.e., conditions under which the subspace will be z-embedded. In this sense z­
embedding of functions is a.t a level one deeper than %-embedding of subspaceB. The localised 
version of C-embedding (resp. C"'-embedding) is extendibility of a. single given continuous
function (resp. bounded continuous function) on the subspace, Again the global condition is 
recoverable from the local version: S is C-embedded (resp. c•-embedded ) in X if/ every 
continuous (resp. bounded continuous) function on tbe subspace extends over X 
these a.re just the definitions of C-embedding and C'"-embedding.
or course 
Localisations of clas.sical results have been obtained by R.L.Dlair ([Bl-iJ) . We shall seek 
to localise the filter characterisations of the global embeddings in order to obtain filter 
characteri.sa.tioru! of z-embedding of a function and of extendibility of a single given (possibly 
bounded) function. For instance, if some global condition holds if! all filters on the subspace 
satisfy a condition ':P then we shall try to identify a class of filters on the subspace, associated 
with a single given function, such that the localisation of the global condition holds for the given 
function if/ the class of filters identified satisfies ':P • 
Note that an index of terminology is provided at the end of the dissertation. 
1 Unless otherwise stated, all functions on a space are real-valued
1.2 DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
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We define all the general concepts that will be used in later chapters, and record those 
properties that will be of use to us. This section is written so as to make the dissertation 
practically self-contained. 
(a) General notation
The reals will be denoted by IR , and will always have their usual topology. The set of 
all integers will be denoted by Z , the set of positive integers by N and the set of non-negative 
integers by w . The unit interval [O, 1] will always have the usual subspace topology. 
Throughout we shall consider S to be a subspace of a topological space X , and we shall term X 
the parent space of S . Unless specifically indicated to ihe contrary, no space shall ever he 
aasumed to satis fy any separation axiom. 
Unless otherwise stated, functions are considered to be real-valued. JC /: X - IR and 
A� IR then we write f-1(A) for { x EX: /(x) EA}- we don't use /+-(A) . We define C(X) to
be the set of all continuous real-valued functions on a space X , and denote by C*(X) the 
subcollection consisting of all bounded continuous real-valued functions on X . If/ e C(X) then 
we denote by f IS the restriction of f to S . The function on X with constant value c e R will 
he written as c , irrespective of the space X • If/, g E C(X) then we define fr.. g and / v g by 
(f" g)(z) = min{/(:r), g(:r)} and (Iv g)(;r) = max.{/(z ), g(.z)} ; note that/" g,f v g E C(X) 
(b) Zero- and cozero- sets of a topological space
1.2.1 Definition: A zero-set of a space Xis a set of the form /-1(0) where/ e C(X).
We will write Z(/) for the zero-set off , and �(X) = { Z(f) : / E C(X) } . A cozero-set of X is 
the complement of a zero.set; we denote the cozero-set of/ by coz / . Note that zero-sets are 
closed, that cozero-sets are open, and that 0 and X are both zero- and cozero- sets. 
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First let us note that C(X) and C'"(X) determine the same zero-sets, i.e., that 
{Z(f):/eC(X)}={Z(/):JeC*(X)}: if/eC(X)then Z(f)=Z{(fv-l)td). As
such we may always assume that the fonction determining a given zero-set is bounded with 
range [O, 1] , so $(X) = {/-1(0) : / E C(X) and O � / � 1 } and the family of cozero-sets is
given by {J-1 (0, 1] : / e C(X) and O � / .$ 1 } •
Next we note that if F � R is closed, then r 1(F) is a zero-set ror / e C(X) , as is easily 
seen by considering the zero-set of the map z H d(/(z),F) (the distance of /(z) from F).
Dually, if G � R is open then r1(G) is cozero for/ e C(X). 
The identity Z(J) = n {z EX: I /(z) I<¼} shows that every zero-set can be written 
n EN 
as a countable intersection of cozero-sets. Dually, every cozero-set can be written as a countable 
union of zero-sets. 
Suppose that /, g e C(X) . Then Z(/) U Z(g) = Z(f g) and Z(J) n Z(g) = Z(/2 + g2) , 
showing that ( Z(X), n, U) is a lattice. This lattice has a least element 0 and a greatest 
element X , and we show that it is also closed under countable intersections: Suppose 
/ n E C(X) for each n EN • Define g" = I/ n I "r" and g = 'E On - since I Un I < 2-n the 
nEN 
series converges uniformly by the Weierstrass M-test. Now Z(g) = n Z(gn) = n Z(f n) 
nEN neN 
Dually the collection of cozero-sets is closed under finite iutersections and countable unions. 
( c) Completely separated seis
1.2.2 Definition : Subsets A and B of a space X are said to be completely separated in 
X if there is a.n / eC(X) with O � / � l, /(A)= 0 and /(B) = 1. 
In completely separating A and Bit clearly suffice.s to find an / e C(X) with /(A)� r 
and f(B) � 8 for some numbers r and s with r < B • It also suffice.s to contain A and B 
(respectively) in completely separated sets. Complete separation of sets is slso most
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conveniently expressed in terms of zero-sets of the space, this being particularly useful in our 
work: 
1.2.3 Theorem: ( [GJ 1.15] ) : Two sets are completely separai.ed in X if/ they are 
contained in disioint zero-setll of X . 0 
( d) ':P-filters and ISJ'-filterbases
Recall that if (':P, n, U) is a lattice of subsets of a set X , then a GJ-filter on X ( or a 
filter in the lattice 9 ) is a nonempty collection GJ of nonempty members of ':P such that i) if 
on X is a nonempty collection � of members of 9 such that if C 1, C 2 E � then C 1 n C 2 ;;;? C 3 for 
some C3 E � , and the 9-filter generated by (based on) � is the collection of all elements of ':P 
that are supersets of elements of� . If ISJ' is the power set of X then the GJl-filters on X are just 
the filters on X ; if GJ is the lattice of ze ro-sets of a space X , then the 9-filters a.re just the z­
filters. 
It is clear that subset inclusion will partially order the set of all GJl-filters on a set X
Many of our conditions will involve the "coarser than" relation which allows us to compare 
filters in different lattices (e.g., filters with z-filters) : 
1. 2.4 Definition : If GJ is a GJI 1 -filter baae and O is a GJI rfilterbase then we say that g is
finer than GJ (or that GJ is coarser than �) , and write GJ .$ g , if every member of GJ contains a 
member of O • In the case that GJ1 = 92 we have GJ .$ g if! GJ � g . We say that C?J and g are
equivalent if GJ :5 0 and g :5 GJ- • Note that :5 will not be used as a partial order of any set, 
except when it is restricted to a particular class of filters (in which case :5 coincides with � ) . 
1.2.5 Definition : A set A is said to meet a. <:P-filterbase � if An B -:f:. 0 for ea.ch BE�. 
GJl-filterbases GJ and g are said to meet iC each member of C?J meets O 
Regarding r-filters, we need to recall the following properties: 
(i) every z-filter on X is contained in some z-ultra.filter on X ,
(ii) z-ultrafilters a.re prime ,
(iii) a. prime z-filter on X is contained in a unique z-ultra.filter on X , and
(iv) if 'U is a z�ultrafilter on X and U e ::O(X) then U E 'U if/ U meets 9.L.
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1.2.6 Definition : IC '5 and g a.re filter� on X which meet, then we write 
sup{'°, <H = {U � X : U 2 F n G for some Fe '5, Ge g } . This is a filter on X containing (finer 
than) both '5 and g . If 9.L and 'W' are r-filters on X which meet then we write 
supZ(X){9.L, 'W'} = { Z e ::O(X): Z ;;2 Un W for some U e 9.L, W € 'W' } 
containing (finer than) both 9.L and 'W' 
(e) Definition of z-, C*-, and C- embedding
a. z-filter on X
We introduce the three concepts that this dissertation is primarily concerned with. Note 
that the definitions are given in classical terms, i.e., in termB of zero-sets, complete separation 
etc. In la.ter chapters we shall discover what consequences these embeddings have for various 
types of filters on the spaces involved. 
1.2.7 Definition: Let S � X . If/ E C(S) then we say that / e�ends over X if there 
exists a g e C(X) with g I S = f • Note tha.t we do not insist tha.t a.n extenaion of a bounded 
function be bounded, although it can be assumed bounded: if I / I � m and g e C( X) with 
g IS= f, then (g v -m) "mis a bounded extension of/ , 
1.2.8 Definition; Let S � X . We say that S is c•-embedded in X if every bounded 
continuous function on s extends continuously over X ' i.e., C*(S) = {g l s ; g E c·cx) } 
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The d11B6ical characterisation of C*-embedding is the Urysohn Extension Theorem. We 
shall not use this in the p&SBage to a filt.er characterisation of C*-embedding - indeed we shall 
recover it from one of our cha.racterisations and so provide an alternative proof. 
1.2.9 Theorem (Urysohn Extension Theorem (GI 1.17)): S � X is c•-embedded in X 
if/ every pair of completely separated sets in S is completely separated in X • □
Note that we can restate this theorem as follows : S � X is C* -embedded in X if/ 
disjoint :ero-seb of S are contained in disjoint zero-sets of X • 
1.2.10 Definition: Let S � X . We say that Sis C-embedded in Xii every continuous 
function on S extends continuous over X I i.e., C(S) = {g IS : g E C(X) } • 
Note that C*-embedding is obviously necessary for C-embedding. The Gillman and 
1erison characterisation of C-embedding is as follows: 
1.2.11 Theorem ([GJ 1.18]): A C*-embedded subset S of X is C-embedded if/ it is 
completely separated from every zero-set of X disjoint from S . □
One of the best known applications of the Urysohn Extension Theorem is to couple it 
with the Urysohn Lemma (that in a normal space disjoint closed sets are completely separated) 
in order to prove the well known Tictze-Urysohn Theorem characterising C-embedding. This 
too will be reproved using our cha.ra.cterisatioDB. 
1.2.12 Theorem (Tietze-Urysohn Extension Theorem) : If S is a closed subset of a 
nonnal space X , then S is C-embedded in X . 
We shall arrive at further cha.ra.cterisations of C*-, and C- embeddings via 
characterisations 0£ a particular condition that is necessary for both of these embeddings, and 
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discovering what supplementary conditions will yield C"- or C- embedding. The necessary
condition is that or z-embedding:
1.2.13 Definition : If S � X and A E Z(S) then we shall say that A extends to a. zero-­
set of X if it is the ease that A= Zn S for some Z E Z(X) . We shall apply this terminology to
cozero-sete too, in the obvious wa.y.
1.2.14 Definiiion (R.L.Bla.ir (Bla] ) : A subspace S of a space X is said to be z.
embedded in X if every zero-set of S extenrui to a zero set of X - i.e., for each Z E Z(S) there is
a Z' e Z(X) with Z' n S = Z . Equivalently, S is z-embedded in X if! every cozero--set of S
extends to a cozero--set of X . Since the intersection with S of a zero set of X is always a zero
set of S , z-embedding of S in X means that Z( S) = {Zn S : Z E Z( X)} .
It is easily seen that .:-embedding of a subspace S of X is a necessary condition for both
C"- and C- embedding of S in X : if / e C(S) a.nd / = g IS with g e C(X) then
Z(/) == Z(g} n S . For this reason a.lone it is worth studying .:-embedding and investigating
what conditions must bold in addition to z-embedding to ensure C*-, and C- embedding. The
concept bas found applications in other areas, such as in the investigation of function algebras,
z-fi.lters, lattices, and measures.
The following proposition will be very useful, and will often be used without reference.
1.2.15 Proposition (R.L.Blair and A.W.Ha.ger [DH1 1.1] ) : Every cozero-set j3 z-
embedded. 
Proof. Let g E C(X) and / E C*(coz g) , so that Z(/) is a typical element of Z(coz g)
(recall that C(Y) and C*(Y) generate the same zero-sets). Define hon X by:
h( )-{ J(z)g(z) if z Ecozg z 0 if z e Z(g) •
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Let z e X . We claim that h is continuous at z . There are three caBe:S to consider: 
(i) If z E coz g then, since coz g is open, there is a neighbourhood U of z in X with U � coz g •
Now h I U = (J I U)(g I U) , which is continuous on U . So h is continuous at x ; (ii) IC 
z e Z(g) - Frx( Z(g)) (where Frx denotes the frontier operator on X) , then there is a 
neighbourhood of z on which g , and hence h , i.s constant valued at O . Hence h is continuoUB at 
z; (iii) If z e Z(g) n Frx( Z(g)) then, given�> 0, then if I /(11) I � M for ally e coz g, there 
is a neighbourhood U of r such that g(U) � (-if, k) since g(z) = 0 . But. h(z) = 0 and 
h(u) s;; (-t:,E), showing that his continuous at z .
We have shown that he C( X) • It is clear that Z( h) n coz g = Z(/) . 0 
There are a number of instances in later chapters where functions are defined in a 
manner very similar to h in the prec.eding proposition. Showing that these functions are 
continuous is tedious, and we shall simply say "'as in proposition 1.2.15 , the function is 
continuous". 
We have established the necessary notation for our work, hut before we can begin our 
study of z-, C"'-, and C- embedding we mUBt introduce·completely regular filters. Thia is the 
content of the next chapter. 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER 2 
Completely Regular Filters 
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Our characterisations of the various embeddinge and of extendibility will be ma.inly 
given in terms of the relative behaviour of z-filters and of completely regular filters on the 
subspace and on the parent space. The important properties of i-filtera have been given in the 
introductory chapter. In this chapter we introduce tbe concept of completely regular tilters and 
establish their most important propertie, in the context of extending continuous functions and 
characterising the various embeddings. 
2.2 DEFINITIONS 
The concept of a completely regular filter was introduced by P.S.Aleksandrov ([Al]), 
who used the term "completely regular system" to refer to a particular kind of filtersubbase. 
The term used here, as well as the application to filters, is due to Bourbaki ([Bou ; chap IV, §1 
Ex. 8) ). In [Al] completely regular systems are used to establish a characterisation of the Stone-. 
Cech compactification of a Tychonoff space. Completely regular filters have found a number of 
uses in distinct, though related, fields. In the sequel we shall see their use in characterising the 
various types of embedding. 
2.2.1 Definition : A filterbase GJ on X is said to be completely regular if for each Fe� 
there is an F' e 'J such that F' and X - F are completely separated in X . We also define the 
trivial filter {X} on X to be completely regular. A completely regular filter on X is said to be 
maximal completely regular if there exists no strictly larger completely regular filter on X • 




2.2.2 Ezamplell : (i) The coarsest completely regular filterbase on a. space X iB {X} , 
(ii) If J: X - R is continuous, with Z(f) / 0 and J 2: 0 then the family
':B = u-1[0, r] : r > 0 } is a completely regular filter base on X . This sort of construction will
be used in a number of proofs. 
(iii) Later in this chapter we sha.ll see that there is a. one-one correspondence between
the maximal completely regular filters and the z-ultrafilters on a space. 
(iv) If T is a Tychonoff topology on X , and if for each U Er- we define
u• = U U { "J : � is a free maximal completely regular filter with U E � } , then the family 
':B = {U'" : U Er } is a base for a topology on X* with respect to which X* is homeomorphic to 
{3X , the Stone-Cech compa.ctification of X . This is the characterisation of {3X due to 
P.S.Aleksandrov ([Al]) 
2.2.3 Remark: Note that a completely regular filterbase on X is a filterbase in the 
lattice of all subsets of X - there is no "lattice of completely regular sets" in which we are 
working. Note also that the "coarser than" relation $ coincides with subset inclusion f when 
restricted to the family of all completely regular filters on a space, and hence partially orders 
this family. 
2.2.4 Definition: If a subspace S of X meets a ':P-filterbase "Jon X then the trace of <ff 
on S, denoted "J I S , is the family { F n S : F E "J} . It is easily verified that the trace on S of a. 
completely regular filter(base) on X that meets Sis a completely regular filter(base) on S , Md 
also that the trace on Sofa z-filter on X that meets S is a z-filterhase on X (the trace can fail 
to be a z-filter on S - closure under zero-supersets is not guaranteed; however, the trace will 
be a filter if S is z-embed.ded in X ) 
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2.2.5 Proposition : If GJ and g are completely regular /ilterbases on X which meet, then 
sup {':F, g} is completely regular on X . 
Proof. We need only show that the base '$ = { F n G : Fe ':F , Ge g } for sup{':F, g} is 
completely regular on X . Let F e ':F, G e g . There exist F' E ?I- and G' E g together with 
functions f,geC*(X) with 0:5/51 ,0:5951, f(F')=O, f(X-F)=I, g(G')=O and 
g(X - G) = 1 . Then we ha.ve / v g e C*(X) with O $ f v g $ I , (/ v g)(F' n G') = 0 and 
(f v g XX - ( F n G)) = (/ v g X ( X - F) u ( X - G)) = 1 . ThUB F' n G' e '$ and X - ( F n G) are 
completely separated in X □
Thus if ?I- and g are completely regular filterbases on X which meet, then sup{?J-,(;I} is a 
completely regular filter on X finer than both GJ and g . Note that this means that distinct 
maximal completely regular filterbases on X cannot meet, Also, if a completely regular 
filterbase g on X meets a maximal completely regular filter GJ on X then we must have O � ':F . 
2.3 PROPERTIES OF MAXIMAL COMPLETELY REGULAR FILTERS 
It will be marimal completely regular filters that are of most use in our 
characterisations. It is the easy succeSB of z-ultrafilters in characterising z-, and C- embedding 
(see theorems 3.2.13 and 3.4.9 ) and the correspondence that exists between z-ultrafilters and 
maximal completely regular filters on a. space (see later in this section) that point to the 
potential use of maximal completely regular filters for characterising the various embeddings. 
The theorems of this section contain the most important properties of maximal 
completely regular filters in this context. Following R.L.Blair ([BI1]) , we obtain several very 
useful characterisations of maximality of completely regular filters and establish an all­
important correspondence between the maximal completely regular filters and the z-ultrafilters 
on a space, as well as a.n equally important link between the maximal completely regular filters 
on a subspace with those on the parent space. 
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2.3.1 Theorem Ever-, completely regular filter 1s contained in some mazimal 
completely regular filter. 
Proof. Suppose that GJ is a completely regular filter on X , a.nd define 
'! = { GJ' : ':J' is a completely regular filter on X with � � GJ'} • Since � E '! , '! -:/- 0 . Partially 
order '! by inclusion, and let e be a chain in '! . Then U e is a. filter on X , and we claim it is 
completely regular : Let U E U e , say U € GJ' E e . By complete regularity of GJ' , there is a 
V E GJ' � U e which is completely separated from X - U • Hence U e is completely regular, and 
so is an upper bound fore in '! . By Zorn's lemma we conclude that'! hAB a maximal element, 
.!lay Q • It is clear that g is a maximal completely regular filter containing GJ • a
The following elementary lemma finds use in the next theorem a.s well as in later 
localisations of global results. 
2.3.2 Lemma : If a filter ':J on a compact space X ha!J exactly one cluster point, then GJ 
converges {fo that point). 
Proof. Suppose GJ dusters at c EX and nowhere else. Let U be any open 
neighbourhood of c . For each z e X - U , GJ fails to cluster at z so we may choose an open 
neighbourhood U z of z and an F
"' 




= 0 . Now { U} U { U :r : z e X - U} is 
an open cover of X , so by compactness there is a finite subset A of X - U such that 
Now { LJ U x) n n F z = 0 , by construction, and so we have 
:EA s-EA 
(X - U) n n F :i: = 0 , i.e., n F :i: � U . Since n F z e GJ it follows that U e GJ • 
zEA zEA zEA 
□ 
The following characterisations of maximal completely regular filters will be used often 
in our work, especially (ii) • J.W.Green proved (i) =>(iii)=> (iv)=> (v) => (i) in his 1973 paper 
([Gr1 ; lemma 3] ). The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is stated without proof by R.L.Blair in his
1976 paper ([B11 ; proposition 2.1 (a) J ).
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2.3.3 Theorem : If 'if- is a completely regular· filler on X , then the following are
equivalen�: 
(i) ".1 is ma2:imal completely regular on X 1 
(ii) if Z,Z' e Z(X) and if Z,Z' med ".1, then Zn Z' f 0,
(iii) there is only one z-ultrafilter on X finer than 'if- ,
(iv) there is only one marimal completely regular filter on X finer than <!f' ,
(v) for euery Junction ,p E C"'(X) , ,p("J) converges in the ruual topology on R .
Proof. (i) � (ii) : Suppose "J is a maximal completely regular filter on X , and that
Z, Z' e Z( X) meet ".1 • Suppose Z n Z' = 0 . Then Z and Z' are completely separated in X , so
there lS a Ip) e C(X) with O �Ip)� I V)(Z) = 0 and V)(Z') = 1 Define
g=sup{".f,{V)-l(O,e): eE(0,1)}}. Since Z meets ".1 and Z� V)-1(O,e) for all ee(O,l), it
follows that g is a filter on X. Since {r.,,-1[O,e): e e (0, I)} is a completely regular filterbase, it
follows from proposition 2.2.5 that a is completely regular. Now g is strictly finer than ".1 , for if
".1 = O then <p-1[0,e) e 'if- for e e [O, 1) but V)-1[O,e) n Z' = 0 and Z' should meet ".1 • We have
contradicted the maximality of "J , so we conclude that Z n Z' f 0 .
(ii)� (iii) ; First we show that every completely regular filter on X is coarser than
some z-ultrafilter on X . Let O be a completely regular filter on X . For each GE Q chooee a
zero set ZG contained in G as follows : there is a G' E g (with G' � G) such that G' and X -G
are completely separated in X . Hence G' and X - G can be contained in two disjoint zero-sets
of X , showing that there is a zero-set of X contained in G - let ZG be such a zero set. Define
':B = { ZG ; GE a} . Now every element of � is a superset of an element of a , so � s;; 0 .
Furthermore every member of O contains a member of� , and so � is a filterbase for a . Of
course ':B is also a base for some z-filter on X , which will be contained in some (not necessarily




Now suppose tha.t (ii) holds and let 9J. and 9.J.' be z-ultra.filters on X that are finer than 
'1 . If 9J. 'I 9.J.' then (by maximality) � and 9.J.' are incomparable, so we may choose a 
Z E 9J. - 9.J.' • Let Z' E CU' • Now Z meets GJ (since GJ 5 9J. and Z E �) and Z' meets '1 (since 
':f � 9J.' a.nd Z' E CU') , so by (ii) Z (1 Z' / 0 . So Z meets every member of the z-ultrafilter 9.J.' , 
and therefore Z E 9.J.' . This is a contradiction, so we mUBt have CU = 9.J.' . 
(iii) => (iv) : By theorem 2.3.1 there is  at least one maximal completely regular filter
on X finer than ':f • Suppose GJ is contained in two distinct maximal completely regular filters 
on X , say g and g• . By maximality, g and 0' cannot meet - otherwise sup{g, Q'} is a 
completely regular filter on X finer than both g and g' . From the argument of (ii) => (iii) , 
there exist z-ultrafilters 9J. and 9.J.' with g � � , Q' � CU' • We claim that 9J. / 9.J.' , which 
contradicts (iii) : Choose G € g and G' E g' with G n G' = 0 and choose U E � and U' e 9J.' with 
G � U and G' 2 U'; now U E 9.J.- 9.J.' since Un U' = 0. We conclude that g = g•. 
(iv) => (v) : Suppose (iv) holds and that <p E C'"(X) . Since <p(X) � R is bounded,
<p(�) has at least one cluster point in R ( 'f'(':I) is a filter on the compact space 'f'(X) ) 
Suppose a,b are cluster points of <p(�) with a<b. For each e>O, 'f'-1(-oo,a+e) and
meet GJ thus and 
g2=sup{ GJ, {<p-
1(b-e,oo): e>O}} a.re filters on X ,  If we take e= 63a then we have
<p-1(-oo, a+ e) E g1 and 'f'-
1(b - e, oo) E g2 showing that g1 and g2 are incomparable and do not
meet. The filterbases { 'f'-1(-oo, a+ e) : e > 0} and { 'f'-1(b - e, oo) : e > O} are clearly
completely regular, so that by proposition 2.2.5 g1 and g2 are completely regula.r. 
So 01 and g2 are distinct completely regular filters strictly finer than '1 (neither can 
equal '1 for they are incomparable). Now g1 and g1 are contained in maximal completely 
regular filters on X , and these must be distinct since g1 and g2 do not meet, These maximal
completely regular filters are also finer than '1 - contra.dieting (iv)




(v) => (i) : Suppose (v) holds and GJ is not maximal completely regular. Then there is
a. completely regular filter g strictly finer than GJ • Choose G2 E g -GJ • There is a G1 E g and a
'PE C*(X) with O �'I'� 1, cp(G1 ) = 0 and cp(X -G
2
) = 1. Let e E (0, 1). Then cp-1 [0,e) and
cp-1(e, 1] meet GJ , since F n G1 ¥- 0 and F n (X - G2) ¥- 0 for each Fe GJ S: Q • Now i£ e e (0, 1)
and Fe'1, F meets both cp-1[0,e) and cp-1(1-e,lJ, so cp(F)n[O,e)/ 0/cp(F)n(l-e,l].
Hence cp(':F) clusters at both O and 1 , a contradiction. □
We note from (ii) => (iii) o! the preceding proof that for any completely regular filter on 
a sp&:e we can always choose a base for the filter consisting of zero-sets of the space. In 
particular, this means that any element of a completely regular filter contains a zero-set element 
of the filter. 
Since every completely regular filter has a base consisting of zero-sets, every completely 
regular filter contains a base for a z-filter. This suggests the possibility of a relationship 
between the completely regular filters and the z-filters on a spa.c.e. The following two theorems 
show that there is a on�one correspondence between z-ultrafilters on a sp&:e and maximal 
completely regular filters on that space. This correspondence plays a central role in later theory. 
In view of this corr�pondcnce, and of the Gillman and Jerison construction of {3X for Tychonoff 
X [GJ 6.5] , the characterisation of {3X mentioned in example 2.4 (iv) is not too surprising. 
This corr�pondence is due to R.L.Blair. Theorems 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 are propositions 2.1 (b) and 
2.1 (c) of [BI1] , in which the proofs are outlined.
2.3.4 Theorem : If GJ ia a mazimal completely regular filt er on X , then there is a 
unique z-ultrafilter CU on X finer than '1 ,· fvrthe1TT1ore, if Z E Z(X) then Z E CU if/ Z meets ".I • 
Proof. The existence and uniqueneea of CU is given by theorem 2.3.3 (iii) . Now let 
Z e Z(X) . If Z E CU and FE GJ then F 2 U for some U E CU and Zn F 2 Zn U ¥- 0 , so Z meets 
41 • On the other hand, suppose Z meets ':T - we claim that Z must then be in CU • Let U e CU 
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so that Z and U are zero-sets of X which meet GJ so by theorem 2.3.3 (ii) , Zn U -:J:. 0 . Since Z 
meets every member of 9.1 , it follows that Z € 9.1 □
2.3.5 Theorem : If 9.1 is a z-ultrafilter on X , then there is a unique maximal
completely regular filter on X coarser than 9.1 , 
Proof. Let 9.1 be a z-ultrafilter on X . Define 
�={J-1[0,r]: /eC(X), /"?_O, r>O, Z�Z(/)forsomeZe9.1}.
Certainly <:A=/:- 0 and 0 � ':8 . Let /1, / 2 e: C(X) with / 1,/ 2 2: 0 , and suppose Z1, Z2 e 9.1 
with Z1�Z(/1) and Z1 �Z(/2). Let·r1,r2>0. Then /1v/2eC(X), /1v/2"?_0,
Z
1 n Z2 e 9.1 with Z1 n Z2 <;; Z(f 1 v / 2) = Z(! 1) n Z(/2) and if we taker= min{r1, r2} > 0 then 
(/ 1 v / 2)-
1[0, r] � /;1[0, r1] n /2
1 [0, r2] and (/ 1 v / 2)-1(0, r] E ':B . So <:A is a filterbase on .X. ,
If / E C(X) with / ;?_ 0 , Z e 9.1 with Z � Z(f) and r > 0 then /-1[0,f] € ':B and is
completely separated from X - /-1(0, r] = /- 1(r, oo) . Hence ':B is a completely regular 
filterbase on X • 
Now <:A is contained in some maximal completely regular filter on X , say g . We claim 
that g is coarser than 9.1 • Let Jt be the unique z-ultrafilter on X finer than g (see theorem 
2.3.4) . We show that Jt = 9.1 , for which it suffices to check that if Z E 5'.;(X) thee Z meets g 
if/ Z e 9.1 ( Z meets g if/ Z E Jt , by theorem 2.3.4 ) . Let Z e :Z;(X) . 
Suppose Z meets g , If Z � 9.1 then, since 9.1 is a z-ultrafilter, Z does not meet 9.1 • 
Hence there is U e 9.1 with Zn U = 0 . Now U and Z are disjoint zero-sets, so there is an 
/ € C(X) with O 5 I 5 1 , f(U) = 0 and /(Z) = 1 . 
/-1[0,½J n Z = 0 - a contradiction to Z meeting g • So Z E CU •
Now suppose Z E 9.1 • Let GE g , and suppose that Zn G = 0 (so that Z does uot meet 
(J ) • Let Za be a zero-set with Za � G and Za e (J • Choose / e C(X) with O $ / � 1 , 
f(Z) = 0 and f(Za) = 1 . Now, since Z E 9.1 , we have /-
1[0,½J e ':8 � (J , but we have
,-1(0,½JnZG = 0 ! ThUB znG-:J:. 0 ) so z meets g.
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Hence X, = 'U , and we have shown the existence of a maximal completely regular filter 
coarser than 'U . It remains to prove uniqueness: 
Suppose (Ji, g2 are maxima.I completely regula.r filters coarser than CU . If Z e �( X)
then, from theorem 2.3.4, Z E CU i// Z meets i:li , and Z e 'U if! Z meets Q2 • Since each 
member of g1 and of g2 contains a zero-set element of that filter, it follows that (h meets (12 .
By maximality of Q1 and (b , we must have 01 = g2 . □
The next theorem is also central to later theory on extendibility. It provides a link 
between the maximal completely regular filters on a. subspace (whose continuous real-valued 
-functions we wish to extend) and the maximal completely regular filters on the parent space 
(over which the extension must be defined). The result was proved by J.W.Green, first under 
the added 11BSumption that the parent space is Tychonoff ([Gr1 ; lemma]) , and then for 
arbitrary spaces in [Gr2 ; lemma 4] 
2.3.6 Theorem : Ld S � X . If IJ is a maximal completely regular filier on S , then 
there is a unique maximal completely regular filter on X coarser than ':1
Proof. Suppose that ':f is a maximal completely regular filter on S. Define 
'! = { g : g is a completely regular filter on X coarser than ':f} • 'i 'I 0 , since { X} E 'i . Partially 
order '! by subset inclusion, and let C: be a chain in 'i . Now LJC: is a filter on X containing 
every member of e ; and if u E u e then u E g for some g E e , so by complete regularity of g 
there ia a U' E g � UC with U' and X - U completely separated. Hence LJ C': is completely 
regular, and so LJC E 'i . By Zorn's lemma, 'J has a. maxima.I element, say g . Thus Q is 
maxima.I among filters on X that are both completely regular on X and coarser than ':f • 
We claim that g is maxima.I completely regular on X . Suppose the contrary ; then 
there is a completely regular filter X. on X strictly finer than g (i.e., 0 £ X. ) . Now X is not 
coarser than ':f , by maximality of g in 'i . 
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Claim : if sup{X. IS, GJ} is a filter then it is a completely regular filter on S strictly 
finer than GJ 
Proof. Suppose that sup{X. j S, GJ} iB a filter on S , i.e, that X. meets S and % I S
meets GJ • Now X. j Sis completely regular on S , so sup{% IS, ':F} is completely regular on S . 
Of course GJ � sup{X. l S, ':F} , and if we choose an HEX. such that H n St GJ ( % � GJ so 
X. IS�� ) then for any FE GJ , H n Sn FE sup{X. IS, ':F} - GJ - thus GJ � sup{% IS, GJ} • □
clai.ui
By mllJCimality of GJ , sup{% IS, GJ} cannot be a filter. Thus lG IS cannot meet GJ (this 
includes the possibility or X. not meeting S ) . Choose H 1 E % and F 1 E GJ with H 1 n S n F 1 = 0
i.e., H1 n F1 = 0 since F1 � S . By complete regularity of% on X, there is an He K with H
and X - H 1 completely separated in X ; and by complete regularity of "J on S , there is an




By complete regularity of Kon X, there is an H' € % and a. v, e C(X) with O � v, � 1 , 
v,(H') = 1 and v,(X - H) = 0 . Define g' = sup{g, {<,:,-1[0, e): O < e < 1} } .
Claim : �l' is a completely regular filter on X • 
Proof. It is clear that {v,-1(0,e): 0 < e < 1} is a completely regular filterbase on X.
So we need only show that g meets { v,-1[0, e) : 0 < e < 1} . Let GE g , then since g .$; GJ we
have G � F' for some F' e GJ • Then G 2 F' n F , and 0 'I- F' n F c;;_ X - H . Now 
i,,(X - H) = 0 , so v,(F' n F) = 0 a.nd we have shown that v,-1(0) n G 'I- 0 . Therefore
v,-1[0,e) n G 'I- 0 for O < e < 1 • □claim
Claim : g• is strictly finer than g , and g• is coarser than ':J • 
Proof, Certainly gs; Q' • Suppose that g = Q' • Then rp-1[0,e) E g � X. for each
0 < e < 1 . But H' � % a.nd H' n rp-1[0, e) = 0 for each O < e < 1 . Therefore g � Q' .
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Let G'eO'. Then G'2Gn'P-1{0,e) for some Geg, ee(O,l). Now 'P-1[0,e)2
'P-1(0) 2 X-H 2 FellJ, so rp-1[0,e)nSe llJ. Since g � llJ, G 2 F' for some F' ellJ. Now we
ThUB O' is a completely regular filter on X coarser than llJ and strictly finer than g . 
This contradicts the maximality of (Jin '! . Therefore Q is ma.ximal completely regular. 
It remains to show that g is unique: Sup� CU is also a ma.ximal completely regular 
filter on X with CU :5 llJ • If U e CU and GE Q then U 2 F 1 , G 2 F 2 for some F 1, F 1 E llJ . Now
Un G 2 F 1 n F 2 i- 0 . So CU meets Q , and it follows by maximality that CU ::; Q • □
2.3.1 Notation : If llJ is a maximal completely regular filter on S � X then we shall 
denote by ':F• the unique maximal completely regular filter on X coarser than llJ • 
2.3.8 Remark : It is easily verified that the results of this section continue to hold with 
"maximal completely regular filter base" substituted for "'maximal completely regular filter". 
We have developed all the infrastructure necessary for our characterisations or z-, C*-, 
and C- embedding as well as the localisations of these embeddings. Chapter 3 will deal with 




Filter characterisations of z-, C*-, and C- embedding 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we establish characterisations of z-embedding, C
'" -embedding, and C­
embedding of a. subspace in terms of z-ultrafilters and maximal completely regular filters. 
Typically we shall be concerned with correspondences between maxima.I completely regular 
filters on the pa.rent space and maximal completely regular filters on the subspace; or between z­
ultrafilters on the parent space a.nd z-ul trafilters on the subspace. We shall see that natural, 
and desirable, correspondences exist when the subspace is z-, C*-, or C- embedded in the parent 
space, and that these correspondences axe also sufficient conditions for the respective 
embeddings. 
The properties of z- , C"' -, a.nd C- embedding are global in the se11Be that they axe
concerned with the simultaneous extendibility of every zero-set, continuous function, or bounded 
continuous function of a subspace. lu the next chapter we will investigate localisations of the 
characterisations m the present chapter, i.e., investigate conditions, arising from 
characterisations of the present chapter, under which a. particular class of zero-sets (the 
Lebesgue-sets) associated with a continuous function will extend, and conditions under which a 
particular (possibly bounded) continuous function will extend. 
Theorem 3.2.13 characterises z-embedding of a subspace in terms of the relationship 
between z-ultrafilters, maximal completely regular filters and real z-ultrafilters on the parent 
space with those on the subspace. The proofs of the .seven equivalences listed in this theorem 
depend only on well known properties of z-ultrafilters and on the properties of maxima.I 
completely regular filters developed in chapter 2 In particular, no non-filter-theoretic 
characterisation of z-emhedding of a subspace 1s used in the proofs. Besides being a 
characterisation of z-embedding of a subspace and relating filtexs on the parent space to those on 
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the subspace, this theorem is also important in that it is used in establishing filter-theoretic 
charaderiaations of C*-, and C- embedding (z-embedding is necessary for these embeddings). 
Theorem 3.4.3 characterises c•-embedding of a subspace in terms or the behaviour of 
maximal completely regular filters on the parent space with respect to those on the subspace. 
The eesential part of the proor of this theorem uses a non-filter-theoretic characterisation of C*­
embeclding : that S � X is C*-embedded in X if/ S is z-embedded in X a.nd a certain 
condition (/J) holds. This characterisation is transformed into a filter-theoretic one by the use of 
the earlier filter-theoretic characterisation of z-embedding and through finding a filter-theoretic 
characterisation of (/J) . In addition to being a characterisation of C*-embedding and 
establishing a relationship between ma.,cimal completely regular filters on the parent space with 
those on the subspace, this result is also used in establishing a filter characterisation of C­
embedding. 
Theorem 3.4.9 uses .z:-ultrafilters and maximal completely regular filters to characterise 
C-embedding of a subspace. The proof of this result is in much the same spirit as that of the
characterisation or c•-embedding. It uses a non-filter-theoretic characterisation of C-embedding 
( that S � X is C-cmbedded in X iff S is .:-embedded in X and a condition ( "'f) holds) in the 
essential part of the proof. As before the filter-theoretic result is formulated by using the earlier 
characterisations or z-embeddiag and by finding a filter characterisation of ( 7). The proof also 
makes use of the filter-theoretic characterisation or c• -embedding. 
The major part of the present chapter is derived from four papers, [Gr1J, [Gr2J, [BH1)
and [BI
1
) • In [Gr1] filter characterisations of C
'"-, and C- embedding are obtained for
Tychonoff spaces, with intricate proofs. In [Grzl the essential pa.rt of a lemma in [Gr1] is proved
without the Tychoooff requirement, as is the characterisation of C'"-embedding. Since the other 
results of [G11] require the Tychonoff a.,ciom only in that they rely on these two results, they
then carry across to arbitrary spaces. In [BH1) non-filter-theoretic characterisations of z., c•-,
&nd C- embeddings (for arbitrary spaces) are obtained, and these are used in (Bl
1
] to derive 
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filter characterisations of the three type.s of embedding which include, and improve upon, those 
of [Gr1] and [Gr2] . The theorem statements are, for the most part, those of [BH1] and [BI1] -
there being very little room for improvement of the wording in these papers. Our notation too 
has been adopted from these two papers. 
3.2 CHARACTERISATIONS OF z-EMBEDDING 
We begin our study of z-embedding by characterising it in terms of the uniform 
approximation of continuous functions on the subspace by continuous functions on cozero-
supersets from the pa.rent space (theorem 3.2.4) . This leads very quickly to a characterisation 
of both C*- and C- embedding (3.3.3) , from which we shall see that theorem 3.2.4 has depth 
comparable to that of the Urysohn Extension Theorem. 
3.2.1 Definition : A partition of uni�!I on a space X is a collection � of continuous non­
negative real-valued functions on X such that, at ea.ch z EX , r,,(z) ¢ 0 for only finitely many 
sP € 4> , and E sP(z) = 1 . � is said to be locally-finite if each x EX has a neighbourhood on 
'P E • 
which all but finitely many cp E � vanish 
3.2.2 Definition ; A family {Aa} of subsets of a space X is locally finite if every 
aEI 
point of X has a neighbourhood which meets only finitely many of the Aa's . The family is said 
to be star-finite if every member meets only finitely many other members. 
The following lemma is due to R.L.Bla.ir and A.W.Ha.ger [BH1 2.1] . It is used only in
proving the above-mentioned characterisation of z-embedding. The first step of the proof 
(constructing a countable locally-finite refinement of a cover of a space hy cozero-sets) follows 
R.Engelking in [Eng1 p 221 ; alternatively, Eng2 p 394]
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3.2.3 Lemma : If {Cn}00 i$ a countable cover of X by cozero-sets, then there is a 
n=l 
countable locally-finite partition of unity {g
11
} on X, with cozg" � C n for each fl •
Proof. Let C11 = /;;1 (0, l] where/ n e C(X) and/ n: X--+ [O, 1]. Define/= � 2� / n.
By the Weierstrass M-test, the series for / is unirormly convergent, and so / E C(X) . Also
0 � / � L r" = 1 , and since LJ C n = X we see that / > 0 ; 80 0 < / � 1 .
n n 
Define V le = r1( _
/c
l, 1] and FI: = ,-1r _/cl , l] . The collections {V 1e}:O -- 1 and {F L}
00 
,.- "lc=l
cover X . Note that Y
1c + 1 -F,: _1 = /-1(1e �1 'I: �1) is cozero. Define F0 = 0. 
We claim that the collection CU = { C n n (V 1e + 1 - F 1: _ 1): 1 $ n $ k and le = 2, 3, ... }
forms a countable locally-finite cozero-eet refinement of { C"} : It is clear that each member of
CU is cozero, and that if CU is a cover of X then it will certa.inly refine {Cn} . Let :r: EX , and
denote by K the smallest integer such that z e F 
K 
• Suppose that :r: i LJ C n , i.e., that
n�K 
/1(z)=/2(z)= ... =/x(z)=0. Then we have /(x)$1-(½+¼+- .. +�)=fx,<:k-
contradicting the definition of K . Hence there is an n SK with z e e
11 
• By minimality of K
covers X.
It remains to show that CU ie locally-finite: Define C
le
, n = C n n (V le+ 1 - F 1c _ 1) , and
note that for every n � k we have Cle," � V k + 1 � F le+ 1 . If m � k + 2 then Fm _ 1 2 Fl: + 1 ,
80 then C ne - 0 s1"ncek,n m,, -
� X - F k + 1 . Thus Cle, n meets only finitely many other members or CU , ebowing that CU is
star-finite. Now a star-finite open cover of a topological space is locally-finite, so we conclude
that CU is locally-finite.
Rename the mem hers of the countable family CU , so that we may write CU = { C /} ';' = 1 .
For each j e N choose an n(j) such that e; s; Cn(j) , possible since CU ie a refmement of {en} .
For each n e N , eet Dn = LJ{ C';: n(j) = n } . Notice that D" � en for each n; and that each
Dn is a countable union of cozero-sets so is cozero. If :r: e X then by local-finiteness of CU there
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is some neighbourhood N of z which meets only finitely many members of <\l ; since D" meets
N if/ some c1 e <\l with n(j) = n meets N , it follows that {D"} is locally.finite. Also {D"} is
a cover of X , for if z E X then there is some j such that z E C'; � D n(j) .
For each n e N choose an h" E C( X) with h" � 0 and coz hn = D n . By local finiteneea
E h;(z) is a finite sum for each x e X ; and since { D nl covers X it follows that E hi> 0 .
Define g n = h
,. 
/ Eh; . If z e X then there is a neighbourhood of x on w hkh all but finitely
many or the h" vanish ; on this neighbourhood Eh; is a finite linear combination of continuous
functions, making Eh; and hence g,. continuous on X . By construction we have
coz 9n = cozhn = D
n 
� C" . Clearly g" � 0 and each z e X has a neighbonrhood on which all
but finitely many gn vanish; and if z EX , then E U
n
(x) = ( L �'ii,)(z) = 1 . Thus {g"} iB
a locally•finite partition of unity on X with coz 9n � C
11 
for each n . □
3.2.4 Theorem (R.L.Blair a.nd A. W.Hager [BH1 2.2] ) : Let S � X . The1& S is
:N:mbedded 1n X if/ each (bounded) /e C(S} can be approi:imated unifonnl11 on S 611 continuous
function!J on cozero-sets of X which contain S .
Proof. ,<=:=: Suppo.se each / E C(S) can be approximated uniformly on S by
continuous functions on cozero-sets of X which contain S . Let Z(J) e 2'l(S) with / e C*(S) .
For each n E N we can choose a cozero-set Sn of X a.nd 6ll f" € C( Sn) with S" 2 S and
then Z� is a zero-set of Sn (being the preimage under a continuous map on Sn of the closed
subset [-!,!]of R ). By proposition 1.2.15 we know that each Sn is z-embedded in X , hence
for each neN there is a Z"eZ(X) with z
n
nS" = Z� . We shall show that
Let z E Z(f) ; then z ES , so for each n EN we have I/ "(z) I = I/ n(z)- /(z) I < f;:.
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ea.ch n € N . Thus If .. (:i;) I $ fr for all n EN ; and I J(z) I :S I/ n(z) I + I /(z)- J n(z) I
�;A+ ,k:;; i for each n e N. So /(z) = 0 , i.e., z e Z(/).
=> : Now suppOBe that S is .:-embedded in X . Let / e C(S) and t: > 0 . For ea.eh 




Define P = LJCn , so that {Cn} is a countable cover of P by cozero-sets of P and 
" 
lemma 3.2.3 applies (the intersection with P of a cozero-set of X is a cozero-set of P ) • Note 
that P is cozero. Let {g"},. € z be a countable locally-finite pll.ltition of unity on P with
cozgns;Cn for each neZ. Let g= I:t:ngn - if pEP then Yn(P)=O for all but finitely 
many n € Z , so this is a finite sum. For each p E P there is a neighbourhood of p on which all 
but finitely many of the gn vanish, and so on this neighbourhood g is a finite linear combination 
of continuous functions ; so g is continuous on P . We will show that I /(s)- g(s) I< l for 
every 8 ES. 
Let s € S . Then s belongs to at most two (consecutively indexed) C n , hence at most 
two (consecutively indexed) gn's are nonzero a.ts. Let k he the largest integer with k $t·/(11). 
g( s) = ( k · 1 + ( g • + 1 ( & ) ; so t: k $ g( s) $ d: + ( Also we have chosen k so that 
k :St·/(.s)< k+l, so we have t:k � f(s) < (k+c. Thus I g(s)-/(s) I<(. 
Now g is a continuous function on the cozero-set P 2 S of X with I g - I I < ( on S . □ 
The theorem was first proved for dense subspaces by A.W.Hager in [Hai 3.6) . We shall 
see that this theorem leads to a version of the Urysohn ExteDBion Theorem (3.3.8), and that it
can also be used to prove the Tietze-Urysohn Extension Theorem (something for which the 
Urysohn Extension Theorem is usually employee!). It is theorem 3.3.8 that indicates the 
direction in which we ought to look for filter characterisatioDB of C" ,, and C- embedding, 
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emphasising the importance of the above characterisation of z-embedding. The technique of 
proof of theorem 3.2.4 will be adapted iu order to prove theorem 3.3.5 
The following lemma provides a sufficient condition for extendibility of a. given / E C(S) 
over X 2 S . It is often the case in the conditions we will investigate that a sequence of 
approximating functions to the function we wish to extend will arise in a natural _manner. It is 
in this way that the lemma will prove useful in later proofs. 
3.2.5 Lemma (R.L.Blair and A.W.Hager [BH1 2.3] ) : Let S � X • If f" e C(X) for
each n , f E C(S) , and if In - f uniformly on S , then f e:r:tends continuously over X . 
Proof. Extract a. subsequence of {/ n} in order to arrange it that for each n , 
gn is continuous on X and by the M-t.est we see that E g
0 
converges uniformly on X , say 
L9n = geC(X). 
Let s ES then (gdS)(s)=g;(s)=fi(s)-f;_
1
(s) since 011 S we have 
n 
So ( .E UilS)(s)=(Un-fo)IS)(s) . Now on S we have: 
•=l 
g+fo = L Un+fo= Jim 
n=l 
n-+oo 
Thus g + f O is the
□desired extension of / 
Note that we may restate this lemma as follows: If S � X , g
0 
e C(S) for each n , 
/ e C(S) , and if 9
0
-+ f uniformly , then if each of the 9
0 
'.s ertends continuously over X so too
does f. 
The lemma. and theorem 3.2.4 yield the following result concerning partial extendibility 
of a given function on a :--embedded subspace. 
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3.2.6 Corollary (R.L.Blair and A.W.Hager [BH1 2.4J ) : If S is z-embedded in X then
for each /e C(S) there are cozero-sds R1,R2, ... of X , each containing S , ,uch that f
e:z:tends continuously over n Rn 
Proof. By theorem 3.2.4 , for each n e N we may choose a cozero-set R.,. of X and a 
and Un - / uniformly on S , it follows from the lemma that / extends continuously over 
□ 
The converse of this corolla.ry is not true ([BH1 2.5 (a.)] ) : It suffices to find a subset S
of X which is a countable intersection of cozero-sets of X , yet is not z-embedded in X . Let X 
be the Moore plane I' , and let S be the �-axis (see, for instance, [GJ 3K.l] ) . Then Sis a zero­
set of X and hence a countable intersection of cozero-sets. Since Sis discrete, Z(S) = ':P{S) (the 
power set of S ) , and so I 2'(S) / = 2c . But I Z(X) / .S I C(X) I = c . Thus S is not z­
embedded. 
We now turn our attention to filter characterisations of z-embedding. These establish 
interesting relationships, in the presence of z-embedding, between z-filters on the parent space 
with those on the subspace. Defore we can state the theorem, we need to make a number of 
definitions. 
3.2. 7 Definition : Let S be a topological space and / € C( S) . For each a e R we define 
the lower Lebesgue-set off at a , denoted L,if) , and the upper Lebesgue-set off at a , denoted 
Note that both L
a
(/) and L0(/) a.re zero-sets of S . In this section we shall use 
Lebesgue-sets in order to define r-embedding of functions, and of filters, on a subspace -
concepts that will be needed in our characterisations of z-embedding. [n the next chapter, 
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Lebesgue-sets will be used in necessary and sufficient conditions for z-embedding of, and 
extendibility of, a single given function on a subspace. Lebesgue-sets were first used by 
H.Lebesgue to characterise various d888e9 of functions ( [Le] )
3.2.8 Definition (R.L.Blair (Bl1 p 286) ) : Let S s;:; X and / e C(S). We say that/ ia
z-embedded in X if every Lebesgue-set of/ extends to a zero-set of X
It is clear that if S is z-embedded in X , then every member of C(S) will be z­
embedded in X • Conversely, if all of C(S) is :-embedded in X and Z E 2;(S) , say Z = Z(/) 
with / E C(S) , then Z = L0(/) n £





E �(X)- hence Sis z-embedded in X. Since C(S) and C*(S) determine the same zero. 
sets, we have that Sis z-embedded in X if! all of C(S) is z-embedded in X if! all of C*(S) is 
z-embedded in X
Suppose S £: X and J E C{S) extends over X , say J == g IS with g E C(X) . Clearly 
the upper and lower Lebesgue-sets of / at any a ER are just the intersection with S of the 
corresponding Lebesgue-sets of g ; Hence / is :-embedded in X , so we see that z-embedding of 
a function is necessary for extendibility. It is easily checked that if/ is z-embedded in X then 
so too are 1/1, -f, r:+f, cf, Jvr: and //\e ( celR); in particular, if /EC(S) is z­
embedded in X, then so too is (rv /) "B for r <sin IR (see next definition). 
3.2.9 Definition (R.L.Blair [Bl1 p 286] ) : Let S � X and � be a filter on S • We
shall say that � is z-embedded in X if it is the case that for every Fe� there exists an F' e � 
such that F' and S - F can be completely separated in S by some continuous function on S that 
is z-embedded in X (in view of the remark at the end of the last paragraph, it does not matter 
exactly how this function completely separates F' and S - F ) . It is clear that � will then be 
completely regular on S 
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3.2.10 Definition ( (GJ 4.12] ) : Let /: X ..... Y be continuous, and let GJ be a .:-filter 
on X . We define the sharp mapping J* by J#(GJ) = { Z € Z(Y) : 1-1( Z) e GJ } , a z-filter on
Y • It is easily seen that if GJ is a prime z-filtei: then f#(GJ) is also prime; but if GJ is a z­
ultrafUter then f#(GJ) need not necessarily be a z-ultrafilter. See [GJ 4.12] • Note that if 1 is a 
z-filter on S � X and if <p: S -+ X iB the inclusion map of S into X , then
<p#(GJ) = { Z E Z(X) : Zn SE "J } - we caII this the z-filter on X determined bv GJ • I{ GJ is a z­
ultrafilter on S then, since <p#(CJ) is a prime .:-filter on X , <p#(CJ) is contained in a unique z­
ultrafilter on X - we call this the z-ultrafilter on X determined bv GJ 
3.2.11 Definition : A z-ultrafilter is said to be a real z-ultrafiller if it has the countable 
intersection property (i.e., every countable intersection of members of 9..L is nonempty) . See [GJ 
5.15] 
We shall need the following elementary proposition in our filter-theoretic 
characterisations of z-embedding. 
3.2.12 Proposition (R.L.Blair [Bl4 2.2] ) : A z-filter CJ on X i6 a real z-ultrafilter on X
if/ CJ is pn'me and closed under co-untable intersections.
Proof. => : Assume 'J is a real z-ultraf1lter on X . 0( course, "J is prime. Suppose 
that {Zn}� GJ with n Zn tJ. 'J . Since a real z-ultrafilter has the countable intersection property, 
n Zn i 0 . Now a zero-set of xis in GJ eX.&Ctly when it meets� . Hence there is a z e GJ such 
that ( n Zn) n Z = 0 - but this contra.diets the count.able intersection property enjoyed by "J • 
-¢:: : Now a&ume that "J is a prime z-filter on X clo.sed under countable intersections. 
Let Z E 2';(X) , say Z = Z(f) with / e C(X) . Suppose that Z meets 'J - we must show that 
Z E 1 . For n EN , set Zn = { z EX ; lf(x) I � J. } and Z� = { :i: EX : I /(z) I � k } . Now Z
meets no Z�, so that Z� tJ. GJ for each n EN. But for each n e N we have X = Zn U Z� E '!f" , so 
by primeness we conclude that Zn E CJ • Since GJ is closed under countable intersections, 
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Z= nzneGJ. Hence GJ is a z-ultrafilter. Closure under countable intersections certainly 
implies the countable intersection property, and so we conclude that GJ is a. real z-ultrafilter. D 
We have developed the n«essary terminology and notation to proceed with the filter­
theoretic characterisation of r-embedding. Other than the preceding elementary proposition, 
this theorem makes no use of earlier results in this chapter. The equivalence of (a.) - (f) was 
first proved in [Bl:J . In [Gr
1 
Theorem 3] the implication (a):::> (c) ie proved for Tychonoff 
spaces, but under the stronger assumption of G*-embedding (and with considerably more effort). 
The statement and proof of the theorem presented here is essentialJy that of R.L.Blair 
([BJ1 3.11) , though he omitted (b) in favour of (b)' . The addition of (g) is due to R.L.Bla.ir. 
We have noted that if S � X then Z(S) 2 {Zn S: Z E 2;(X) } , and that equality 
holds if S is z-embedded in X . Thus z-embedding of S in X means that the lattice Z(S) of 
zero-sets of S is entirely determined by those zero-sets of X that meet S , and this leads us to 
enquire if this implies any relationship between z-filters on S (filters in the lattice Z(S) ) and z­
fi.lters on X • It is clear that we will probably have to limit our attention to those z-filters on X 
that meet S.
Suppose that GJ is a z-filter on X that meets S , with S z-embedded in X . It ie clea.r 
that GJ I S is then a z-filter on S , and we ask: what properties enjoyed by � will continue to be 
enjoyed by GJ I S ? 
Suppose GJ is a z-ultrafilter on X that meets S, and suppose tba.t Z E Z(S) meets GJ IS . 
By z-embedding, there is a Z' E Z( X) with Z' n S = Z Now 0-=fo ZnFnS 
::: Z' n Sn F n S � Z' n F for all Fe GJ , hence Z' meets GJ and so since GJ is a z-ultrafilter we 
conclude that Z' e GJ • Now Z == Z' n S € GJ IS , showing that GJ IS is a z-ultrafilter on S . 
Suppose GJ is a real z-ultrafilter on X that meets S , then (by the above) GJ IS is a z­
ultrafil ter on S ( and therefore prime) ; and if Z 1, Z 2, ••• e: GJ I S then there exist Zi, Z2, ... E GJ
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with Z� n S = Z
n 
and so n Z
n 
= ( n Z�) n S € ':J I S since GJ is closed under countable 
intersections. So by proposition 3. 2. 12 ':J I S is a real z-ultrafilter OD S . 
ThUB z-embedding of S in X eDBures that the trace on S of every (real) z-ultrafilter OD 
X that meets S will be a (real) z-ultrafilter on S . The theorem will ehow that these conditions 
are sufficient too. 
Let ':J be a z-filter on S � X , and consider the z-filter i,,#(GJ) on X determined by ':J 
(where i,,: S - X is the inclusion map) . It ie clea:r that i,,#(':J) meets S, and it is natural to 
enquire as to the relation between 'P#(llJ") IS and CJ- • It is clea:r that we will always have 
i,,#(GJ) IS� l:J, and it is easy to see ( (a) => (b) below) that the reverse inequality will hold if S 
is z-embedded in X . Conversely, the theorem shows that if this reverse inequality holds for all 
z-filters on S then S is z-embedded in X . Hence S is z-embedded in X iff distinct z-filters on
S determine distinct z-filters on X • 
3.2.13 Theorem (R.L.Bla.ir [Bl1 3.1] ): If S <,; X then lhe following are equivalent:
(a) Sis z-embedded in X ,
(b) if O is any z-filter on S, and if i,,:S - X is the incl-iuion map of S into X, then
(h)' if g is any z-ultrafilter on S , and if ip: S - X i8 the inclusion map of S into X , 
( c) if� is any z-ultrafilter on X which meet., S , then GJ I S i., a z-ultrafilter on S ,
(d) if ':1 is any z-ultrafilter on X which meets S, then ':1 IS is a prime z-filter on S,
(e) i/ GJ is any real z-11.ltrafilter on X which meets S, then ':1 IS is a real z-ultrafilter
on S,
(f) if A1 • and A2 are completely separated subsets of S , then there erist zero-sets
Z1,Z2 e �(X) Juch that A1 � Z1, A2 � Z2, and Z1 n Z2 nS = 0 ,
(g) every (mazimal) completely regular filter on Sis z-embedded in X .
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Proof. (a)⇒ (b) : Let g be a z-filter on S and let GE g . By z-embedding there is 
some Z e �( X) such tha.t G = Zn S . Now cp#(g) I S = { Z' n S : Z' e $( X) and Z' n S e g } , 
so it is clear that GE cp#(g) IS . It is always true that cp#(g) IS� g . 
(b) ⇒ (b)': this is trivial.
(b)' ⇒ (c) : Let ':1 be a z-ultrafilter on X which meets S . Then, dearly, GJ IS is a 
base for a z-filter on S , and hence GJ IS<; g ror some z-ultrafilter Q on S • Certainly 
GJ � cp#(Q) = { Z E �(X) : Zn Se g } , and so (since '1'#(9) is a z-filter on X ) by maximality of 
GJ we have GJ = sc,#rn) . Now by (b)' we have g <; 'P#(g) IS= '5 IS , and we already have 
GJ I S � g . So GJ I S = (J , a z-ultrafilter on S . 
(c) ⇒ (d) : Any z-ultrafilter is prime, so this is immediate.
{d) ⇒ (e): Let GJ be a. real z-ultrafilter on X whicb meets S. Then '5 is closed under 
countable intersection, and hence so too is GJ IS . By (d) , GJ IS is a prime z-filter. By 
proposition 3.2.12 , GJ IS is a real z-ultrafilter on S . 
(e) ⇒ (f) : Let A1 and A2 be completely separated subsets of S. We may assume that
A
1 :ft 0 :ft A2 • Since A1 and A2 a.re completely separated in S , we may choose zero-sets 
GJ = { Z e �(X) : z E Z } . Then '5 is a z-filter on X and has the countable intersection property; 
in ':f - showing that GJ is prime. By proposition 3.2.12 , '5 is a real z-ultrafilter. Thus, by (e),
'5 I S is e. real z-ultrafilter on S • Now since Z1 meets '5 IS ( z E A1 <; Z� and z E n ('51 S) ) 
and '5 IS is a z-ultrafilter, we must have Zj E '5 IS . Thus Zj = Z1 n S for some 
Similarly Z2 = Z2 n S for some Z2 e $(X) , and we have 
(f) ⇒ (g) : It clearly suffices to show that every / E C(S) is z•embedded in X . Let
l
/ e C(S) and a ER; If n e N then the Lebesgue-sets La(/) and La+ "(/) are disjoint zero-sets of 
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n La.+ ri(J) = 0 . Then n Z" E Z(X) and L
a
(/)= n Zn n S • Similarly for L0(f) .
n n 




= {zeS: 1/(z)I 2:fi }=L 1U)uV•(f)
We ma.y assume that/::/- 0 and that Z(f) ::/- 0, so that A
0 
::/- 0 and after some stage all the An's
will be nonempty, say for n 2: N .
For n = 0 a.nd for n 2: N , define
".Bn = {g-1(0,r]: r>O, geC(S), g2:0, g isz-embeddedinX, An�Z(g)}.
For n = 0 and for n 2: N , An ::/- 0 so that 0 ¢. �n . Also, for n = 0 and for n 2: N , ".Bn ::/- 0 as is
shown by considering the function g = 0 on S
We will show that each �n , for n = 0 and for n::::: N , is a completely regular filterbase
on S. Let n:: 0 or n � N and let ri,r2 > 0 , g1,g2 be non-negative functions in C(S) tha.t are
Certainly
Now
embedded in X . We have shown that� is a filterbase on S; it is obvious that this filterbase is
completely regular.
Suppo&e that ".B0 meets some �n with n � N . Then sup {�0, ".Bn} is a completely
regular filter on S containing both ".B0 a.nd ".Bn • Let GJ be a maximal completely regular filter
on S contalning sup {".B0, a.Bn} , and hence so too ".B0 and �n . By (g) , GJ is z-embedded in X •
We claim that A0 meets GJ : Suppose the contrazy, say Fe GJ is such that F n A0 = 0 , i.e., 
such that A
0 
� S - F . By %-embedding oC GJ in X , there is an F' E GJ and a non-11egative �
embedded in X g E C(S) such that g(F') = 1 and g(S- F) = 0 • But then, since
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A0 � S- F � Z(g) , g-1[O,½] E �o � '5 . Now g-1[0,½J n F' = 0 - a c-0ntradiction. So A0 must
meet GJ • Similarly t A
,. 
meets '5 But now A0 and A,. are zero-sets of S that meet the 
maximal completely regular filter GJ , so their intersection ought to be nonempty - but 
A0 n A,. = 0 . We conclude that, for n � N , �o does not meet � . . 
Thus for each n?. N there is a z-embedded g,. E C(S) with Z(I) = Ao � Z(gn) such 




is contained in each member of �n ) . By z-embedding of gn in X , 
there is a Z
,. 
E Z(X) such that Z(gn) = Z
,. 






) n L0(gn) ) 
Now n Zn E �(X) and Z(/) = n Zn nS - that Z(J) � n Z,. ns is clear and the reverse 
n�N n�N n"?,.N 
inclusion follows from the fact that Z(gn) n A
,.
= 0 for n ?. N □ 
The equivalence of (a), (c), and (e) highlights the filter-theoretic importance of z­
embedding of a subspace. This is particularly pertinent in the study of Tychonoff spaces, where 
z-ultrafilters and real z-ultrafilters can be used to characterise a large number of properties.
Thus, if the parent space X has a. property � that can be characterised in terms of z-ultra.tilters 
on X then (c) will help in determining whether a particular z-embedded subspace has property 
l!Jl • An obviously interesting case is that where the parent space is {)S and the subspace is S . 
The essential part of the proof of 3.2.13 is the implication (g) � (a). The proof of thje 
implication will be greatly simplified in the nex:t chapter, where we shall establish new filter­
theoretic characterisations for the z-embedding of a single given function on a subspace (i.e., a 
loc:alisation of the results of theorem 3.2.13 ) , recalling that S is z•embedded in X i/J all of 
C(S) is z.embedded in X . This new proof will show more clearly why (a) and (g) should be 
expected to be equivalent. 
Theorem 3.2.13 will be used in the remaining two major theorems of this chapter, 
characterising c•-, and C- embeddiog of a subspace in filter-theoretic terms. In the presence of 
z-embedding of S in X we have found that every z-ultrafilter on X that meets S yields a z­
ultrafilter on S . Asking when all z-ultrafilters on S will arise in this way leads us to a 
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cbal'a.cteriBation of C-embedding. Considering maximal completely regulat filters, instead of z­
ultrafilters, in the questions we a.sked regarding z-embedding leads to a characterisation of C* -
embedding.
The Urysohn Extension Theorem may be phrased: S � X is C*-embedded in X i/f
whenever A1 and� are completely separated subsets of S , there e:ri,t zero-sets Z1, Z1 e Z(X)
such that A1 s; Z1 , A2 � Z2 and Z1 n Z2 = 0 , i.e., completely separated subsets of S are
completely separated in X . Note how condition (f) in theorem 3.2.13 is a weakening of this,
and that we could rephrase (f) as (f)' : the complete separation of completely separated subsets
of S can be effected by two disjoint zero-sets of S (containing the subsets) boU1. of which ertend
to zero-sets of X
If a z-filter CU on X meets S s; X , then CU I S is a z-filterbase on S . It is dear that if
S is z-embedded in X then CU I S will be a z-filter on S . The following proposition shows that
the converse is true if X is Tychonoff. The result was pointed out by the referee of the paper
3.2.14 Proposition ( [Bl1 3.2 (d) (i)) ) : Let S � X. If Xis a Tychonoff space, and if
Ute trace on S of every z-filter on X which meets S is a z.filter on S (i.e., not just a z­
filterbase} , then S is z-embedded in X .
Proof. We show that iC there is a function f E C(X) which is non-constant on S then S
is z-embedded in X (of course we need not worry about the case IS I = 1 ). Suppose that / is
such a funetion, and pick .2:1,z2 eS with /(z1) '# /(z2) - if X is TychonofI then we could
choose / to be a funetion wbieh completely separates {:r1} and {z2} �t
GJ1 = {Z e Z(X): z1 E Z } and GJ2 = {Z E Z(X): z2 E Z} - the.5e are dearly z-filters on X
Choose Z1e'!f1 and Z2 e'!f2 such that Z1 nZ2 =0 (e.g., Z1 =f-1(Nr(f(z1))) and
Z2 =J-1(NrC/(:e2))) with r=}l/(z1)-J(z1)1 1 and where NrCa)=(a-r,a+r)). By
hypothesis, '!J1 IS and '!J2 IS are :-filters on S . Let A E Z(S) . For i = 1, 2 we have




This result need not hold i£ Xis not Tychonoff ([BI1 3.2 (d) (ii)]) : Let X be a regular 
T 1-space on which every real-valued continuous £unction is constant (see [HeJ ) • Choose a,b EX
with a=/:- b, and define S == {a,b} . Then obviously the trace on S of any z-filter on .X that 
meets S is a z-filter on S , but S is not z-embedded in X for the only zero-set of X is X itself. 
3.3 CHARACTERISATIONS OF c•-, AND C- EMBEDDING 
In this section we develop non-filter-theoretic characterisations of C* -, and C­
embedding. These will be used in obtaining filter-theoretic characterisations in the next section. 
We start by proving a. characterisation (theorem 3.3.3 ) that is almost immediate from theorem 
3.2.4 . We then isolate three conditions ( (c:r), (P) and (1) ) in order to study theorem 3.3.3 
more closely, and we show that this theorem contains the Gillman and Jerison characterisations 
of both C*- and C- embedding. We also show how the results can be coupled with Urysohn's 
Lemma in order to prove the Tietze-Urysohn Extension Theorem, and argue that theorem 3.2.4 
has depth comparable to that of the U rysohn Extension Theorem. 
3.3.1 Definition: If S <; X we define C(X) IS= {I IS; f E C(X) }- the collection of 
continuoUB real-valued functions on S that extend over X . If he C(S) t,hen we say that his a 
quotient from C(X) IS i£ h = i for some / ,g e C(X) IS with Z(g) = 0 . If it is the case that
each (bounded) quotient from C(X) IS is again in C(X) IS , we say that C(X) [ S is closed 
under (bounded) quotients. 




3.3.2 Proposition (R.L.Blair and A.W.Hager [BH1 3.1] ) : Let S � X and let
he C{S) . Then h is a quotient from C(X) I S iff h eztends continuously over aome co.ze ro-set
of X which contain" S .
<=: Choose f e C*(X) so that coz /;;;? S and h extends continuously over coz / , say
g EC( ooz /) with 9 IS = h . Define 91 = 1 :
9
g2 
on coz / and 91 = 0 on Z(/) Define
92 = � on coz / and 92 = 0 on Z(f) , As in the proof of proposition 1.2.15 , we havel+g 
91,92 E C(X). Now h = (g1 IS)/ (g2 JS), so his a quotient from C(X) IS. □ 
We have noted that z-embedding is n�essary for both C*- and C- embedding of a
subspace. The following theorem isolates what it ui that must be added to z-embedding in order
to produce C*- or C- embedding.
We shall use theorem 3.2.4 , lemma 3.2.5 and proposition 3.3.2 . Suppose that S is z­
embeddecl in X and that/ E C(S) . We shall construct a sequence of continuous functions on S
which converges uniformly to / , with each member of the sequence extending continuously over
X . By lemma 3.2.5 this implies that / extends over X . Theorem 3.2.4 provides functions on
c.ozero-supersets of S that approximate / arbitrarily closely on S • Since these functions are
defined on cozero-sets of X , we may apply proposition 3.3.2 to conclude that they are quotients
from C(X) IS , and so (under the added assumption that C(X) IS is closed under quotients)
extend them to continuous functions on X that approximate / arbitrarily closely on S .
3.3.3 Theorem: Let S� X. Then Sis C*-embedded (resp. C-embedded) in X iff S
is z-embedded in X and C(X) JS is closed under bounded quotients (resp. quotients)
Proof. => : is obvious.
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�: Let S be z•embedded in X and let / E C(S) . Let n EN . By theorem 3.2.4 we 
may choose 11. cozero-set P
n 
of X containing Sand a g"eC(P") such that l/(s)-gn(B) I <ft
for each s ES . By proposition 3.3.2 g" IS is a quotient from C(X) IS, and g" IS is bounded ir 
/ is . Assuming C(X) IS is closed under bounded quotients or quotients, &ccording as / is 
bounded or not, 9n IS extends to/ n E C(X) . Now / n-+ / uniformly on S , and so by lemma 
3.2.5 we conclude that/ extends over X. □
This theorem is due to A.W.Hager, in [B¾] , and S.Mrowka, in [Mr1] • Both proofs 
rely on the Urysohn Extension Theorem or on its usual technique of proof. We shall show that 
we can recover the Urysohn Extension Theorem as well M the Gillman and Jerison 
characterisation of C•embedding ([GJ 1.18]) from theorem 3.3.3 . 
Consider the following three conditions on a subspace S of X (R.L.Blair a.nd A.W.Hager 
[BH1 p 45] ) :
(o) disjoint zero-sets of Sare completely separated in X ,
(P) if Z1, Z2 e Z(X) with Z 1 n Z 2 n S = 0 , then Z1 n S a.nd Z2 n S are completely
separated in X , • 
(r) Sis completely separated from every disjoint zero-set of X .
The Gillman and Jerison version of the Urysohn Extension Theorem asserts that (o) is 
equivalent to C*·embedding of Sin X {[GJ 1.17]) . They also show that C-embedding of Sin 
X is equivalent to C*.embedding (i.e., (a) ) together with (r) ([GJ 1.18]) . We will reprove 
these equivalences in what follows. It is clear that (a) implies (P) , a.nd we prove: 
3.3.4 Proposition (R.L.Blair and A.W.Ha.ger [Bil1 3.3] ) : (r) ⇒ (P)
Proof. Let /11/2eC(X) with Z(f1)nZ(/ 'l )nS =0 . By (r) we may choose an 
/ E C(X) with f(S) = 0 and /(Z(/1) n Z(/ 2)) = 1. Define g = / + 1: + /� e C(X). Now/ is
nonzero when both / 1 and h are zero , so Z(g) = 0 . 
2 Now /tfg E C(X) and 
'l 2 (/ 1 /uX Z(/ 1) n S) = o and(/ 1/g)( Z(/ 'l) n S) = I □
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Condition (-y) is sometimes referred to as well-embedding of S in X , the terminology 
being due to W.Moran in [Mo 6.1]
Together with theorem 3.3.3 , the next two theorems will yield the Gillman and Jerison 
characterisations of C* -, and C- embed.ding. 
3.3.5 Theorem (R.L.Blair and A.W.Hager [BB1 3.4A] ) : Let S(_;,_ X
following are equivalent: 
(i) (/J) holds ,
(ii) if f E C*(S) u:iends over a z-embedded set, then f ertends over X,
(iii) C(X) IS is closed under bounded quotients .
Then the 
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) : Let / E C*(S) extend over z-embedded P � X with P 2 S , say 
h E C"'(P) with h IS= f (as always, we may assume that an exten.sion of a bounded function is 
bounded). 
Choose m EN with I / l � m - 1 , and let k EN . For each n E Z with ! n I ,S mk + 1 , 
define A� ={peP: kh(p) � n} and B�={pEP: kh(p) � n}. The A� and B� a.re zero­
sets of P (t�ey RJ:e Lebesgue-sets of h ) , so by z-embedding of P in X there exist An, Bn e 2:i(X) 
with A" n P = A� a.nd B
,.. 
n P = B� • Now, for each integer n with / n I� mk + 1 , we have 
(/3) there 1s a u,. e C(X) with O � un � 1 
Define u = :E u
,. 
If s ES then 8 E An+ 1 n B,. _ 1 for some integer n with 1•!.J� mk+l 
lnl�m.i:+1, so u(s)�l for ea.ch seS Hence cozu;2S. Define 9n on cozu by 
Un I COZ U 
� n N fi ( ) g,. = I , and let g = L,, kg,. . ow de me / k = u fl 1 g on 4'.oz u and f k = 0 on u coz u I n I < mk + 1 
Z ( u) . Thus '1c = g on S . As in proposition 1.2.15 we can easily check that / k is continuous 
on X.
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For s e S let j be the largest integer with j $ k J(s) Then
j+2 j+2 
4 Yn(s) = u(s) 4 un(s) = 1 since only u:i- t , u1 , ui + 1 and ui + 2 can be nonzero atn=J-1 n=1-I 
i+2 ' 1 ·+2 s • Also g(s)= E IY
n
(s)= E fYn(s), so'; 5g(s)�y, and we alreadylnlSm.l-+1 n=i-1 
have j $ /(s) < :i k 1 by choice of j . Hence I f(s)- g(s) I$ f . Thus, since h = g on S ,
/ .l- - J uniformly on S . Now, by lemma 3.2.5 , f extends over X .
(ii) => (iii) : This follows from proposition 3.3.2 .
2 Define g1 = f 11 S and
g
2 =!�IS . Then 01 � 02 is a bounded quotient from C(X) JS, so by (iii) there is an h E C(X)
such thath1S=01�92. Nowh(Z(J1)nS)=Oandh(Z(f2)nS)=l. □ 
3.3.6 Theorem (R.L'.Blair and A.W.Hager [BH1 3.4B] ) : Let S � X
following are equivalent: 
(i) (7) holds ,
(ii) if f E C(S) ertends over a z-embedded set, then f extends over X ,
(iii) C(X) IS is closed under quotient.s •
Then the 
Proof. (i) => (ii) : Suppose f e C(S) extends over z-embedded P 2 S , say h E C(P)
with h IS=/ . Let 'P: R � (-1, 1) be a homeomorphism. Now 'Po h E c•(P) , so by (i) => (ii)
of the preceding theorem (and since ('y) => (m - proposition 3.3.4 ) there is an extension
geC(X) of ','JOh (see note below). By(-;) we may choose a ueC(X) with 0$u�l,
u(S) = 1 and u({.:i- EX: I g(z) I � 1}) = 0. Now we have I u(z)g(.:t) I < 1 for all ze X, so that
<p-1o(ug) is properly defined. Since ("U)IS=(<poh)IS, (','1-1o(ug))IS=hlS=f - so
'P-l o (ug) extends/.
Note: It is possible to show tha.t <po h extends over X without appealing to theorem
3.3.5; we use theorem 3.2.4 instead. By theorem 3.2.4 , for each· n EN there is a cozero-set P n
of X containing Panda gnEC(Pn) such that l(ipoh){.:t)-gn(z) I <ii for ea.ch zeP. Since
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'Po h is bounded, we may assume tha.t Y
n 
is bounded. By (7) , there is an hn E C(X) with 
hn(S) = 1 and h
,.








and f n = 0 on 
Z(h
n
). Then, as in proposition 1.2.15 , f n E C(X) • Since J,. = Y
n 
on S , we see that 
f" - 'Po h uniformly on S . By lemma 3.2.5 , 'Po h extends over X. 
(ii) ::::} (iii) ; This is immediate from proposition 3.3.2 and since cozero-sets are
z-em bedded .
(iii) � (i) : Let f e C(X) with Z(J) n S = 0 . Then 1/(/ IS) is a quotient from
C(X) IS , .so by (iii) there is an h E C(X) such that h I S = I/(/ IS) . Now (h/)(S) = 1 and 
(hfXZU)) = 0. □
3.3.7 Proposition (R.L.Blair and A.W.Hager [BH1 3.5] ) : For S � X , (o:) is 
equivalent to the conjunction of (/3} and z-embedding • 
Proof. � : We have a lready noted that (a) implies (P) . Let f e C(S) , and for each 





= 0 , and 
n " 
u A = coz f . Hence n z
,. 
n s = Z(f) I and so s is z-embedded in X . 
n " n 
<=: Let Z1,Z2 EZ(S) with Zi nz2 = 0. By z-embedding there exist Zi,Z2 eZ(X)
Z1 n S = Z1 and Zin S = Z2' are completely separated in X • 
3.3.8 Theorem (R.L.Blair and A.W.Hager [B111 3.6) ) : Let S � X.
A. The following are equivalent:
(i) S is z-embedded in X and (P) holds ,
(ii) S is C"' -embedded in X,
(iii) (a) holds .
□
B. The following are equivalent:
(i) Sis z-embedded and (1) holds ,
(ii) Sis C-embedded in X .
Proof. A (i) => (ii) : this is clear from theorem 3.3.5 (i) => (ii) ,
(ii) => (iii) : is obvious ,
(iii) => (i) : follows from proposition 3.3. 7 .




(ii)=> (i) : Let / e C(X) with Z(f) n S = 0 . Define g(s) = J{s) for s ES , so that
g e C(S). Lethe C(X) with h IS= g. Now /he C(X), (f h)(S) = 1 and (/h)( Z(f)) = O. 
□
In the next section we will find filter cha.rac.terisations of (P) and (--y) and couple these
with the earlier filter characterisations of z-embedding in order to transform theorem 3.3.8 into
a characterisation of both c• - and C- embedding in filter-theoretic terms.
Note that, in the laBt theorem, A (ii)¢} (iii) is just the Gillman and Jerison version of
the Urysohn Extension Theorem which now has an alternative proof. In addition we have a new
charscterisation of both c• -embedding and C-embedding.
In view of theorems 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 , we may restate theorem 3.3.3 as follows: Let
S � X . Then S is C* -embedded {resp. C-embedded} in X if/ S is z-embedded in X and (/3)
(rup. (r)) holds. This is just theorem 3.3.8, showing that theorem 3.3.3 contains a version of
the Urysohn Extension Theorem. Now theorem 3.2.4 is used in the proof of theorem 3.3.3 and
we have seen that it can be used in the proof of theorem 3.3.6 (see (t) above ) , showing
theorem 3.2.4'11 role in leading to a version of the Urysohn Extension Theorem. Note also that
theorem 3.3.3 (as restated above) and proposition 3.3.7 yield the following: S � X is C­
embedded in X iff both (a) and (1) hold. This is just the Gillman and Jerison result [GJ
1.18]. Since theorem 3.3.3 is an almost immediate consequence of theorem 3.2.4., this is further
testimony to the depth of theorem 3.2.4 .
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3.3.9 Remark: One of the important applications of the Urysohn Extension Theorem 
ie to couple it with the Urysohn Lemma (that a space is norma.l iff disjoint closed sets of the 
space are completely separated in the space) to prove the Tiet�Urysahn Extension Theorem. 
We show that theorem 3.2.4 also succeeds in this application ([BH1 3.7 (d)]) : Let X be
norma.l, and let F be closed in X . Then 
(i) F is z-embedded in X; Let Z e Z(F) . Any zero-set may be written as a
countable intersection of cozero-sets, so we may choose a family {Z } � �(F) such that 
,. neN 
F - Z = LJ Zn . By the Urysohn Lemma, Z is completely separated from each of the Zn (Z 
neN 
and Z,. are disjoint closed sets in F , and hence so too in X ) so we may choose Z� e Z(X) 
with Z� 2 Z and Z� n Z,. = 0 . Now n Z� E SS( X) and n Z� n F = Z • 
nEN nEN 
(ii) ( -y) holds : If Z E ;2;;(X} with Zn F = 0 , then Z and F a.re disjoint closed sets in
X , and so are completely separated in X . 
(iii) F is C-embedded : This rollows from (i) , (ii) a.nd theorem 3.3.8 B . We have
seen how theorem 3.2.4 can be used in the proof of theorem 3.3.6 (which yields 3.3.8 B ). 
3.4 FILTER-THEORETIC CHARACTERISATIONS OF C*-, AND C- EMBEDDING 
The cha.racterisations in section 3.3 of C*-, and C- embeddings in terms of z-embedding, 
(P), and ( ,) will be used to establish filter-theoretic characterisations of these embeddings. They 
will also be our starting point in the next chapter for localisations of the global results. We 
start by characterising (/3) and ( 7) in filter-theoretic terms. 
Considering the proof A (i) =:;, (ii) below makes the characterisation 3.4.1 A (ii) of (Jj) 
seem quite plausible. The equiva.lence or (a) and (e) in theorem 3.4.3 (chara.cterising c•­
embedding) together with the relatively easy deduction of (e) from {a) in theorem 3.4.9 
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(characterising C-embedding) and the knowledge that C'"-embedding and(;) yield C-embedding 
makes the initial consideration of the condition 3.4.1 B (ii) as a characterisation of(;) more 
plausible. 
3.4.1 Theorem (R.L.Blair [BI1 4.2J ) : Let S <; X . 
A. The following are equivalent:
(i) (/J) holds ,
(ii) If GJ is any ma:timal completely regular filter on X , and if GJ IS meets
B. The following are equivalent:
(i) (1) holds ,
(ii) If� is a maximal completely regular filter on S, and if 'U is the unique z­
ultrafilter on X finer than the unique ma%imal completely regular filter on X coarser 
than 'J , ihen 'U meets S , 
(iii) If g is any z-filter on X which meet.� S , then there exists a z-ultrafilter 'U on
X which meets y I S
Proof, A. (i) =} (ii) : Suppose that (ii) fails. Then there is a maximal completely 
regular filter GJ on X meeting S and there a.re zero-sets Z1 , Z
2 
E Z(X) such that �IS meets 
Now � meets both Z 1 n S and Z 2 n S , so � meets both Z� and z; . It follows from theorem 
2 .3.3 (ii) that z1 n z2 -:f:. 0 . Thus we are unable to completely separate Z 1 n S and Z 2 n S in X
� i.e., (fJ) fails. 




e Z(X) with Z1 n Z2 n S :=: 0. For i :=: 1,2 let
':Bi={/-1(0,r]: r>O, feC(X), /?_0 1 Zi nS<;Z(f)}.
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Claim : �1 and �2 are completely regular filterbases on X
Proof. We may assume that zj ns i- 0 for i = I, 2 , and thil5 means that 0 Ii!: �i 
f,heC(X) Now C( X) 3 / v h � 0 and 
shown that ':R, is a filter base. Now let r > 0 , / e C(X) with f � 0 11.Dd Zi n S � Z(f) so that 
f-1[0, r] e ':Bi • Then /-1[0, i] E ':R.: and is completely separated from X - 1-1[0, r] .
Suppose that ".B1 meets ":B2 , BO that there is a maximal completely regular filter GJ on X
finer than both ".B1 and ':R2 . Note that GJ meets S . 
Claim: GJ meets both Z1 n Sand Z2 n S . 
Proof. Suppose that GJ does not meet Z1 n S Then there is an F e ':i such that 
By complete regularity of "J there is _an f E C(X) and an F' e ':i with 
0 5,_ f 5 1 , J(F') = 1 and J(X - F) = 0 . Now we have Z(f) 2 X - F 2 Z1 n S , and so 
1-1[0,½J e ".B1 � GJ • But 1-
1[0,½J n F' = 0 , a contradiction. So ':i meets Z1 n S , and
similarly "J meets Z 2 n S
It follows that ':i IS meets both Z1 and Z2 , so by (ii) it is the case that 
Z1 n Z2 n Si- 0 . This is a contradiction, and we conclude that ".B1 11.Dd ':R2 cannot meet. 
Consequently we may choose, for i = 1,2 , a Zi e ':Ri such that Z� n Z2 = 0 . Now Z1 and z2
are pre-images of closed sets under a continuous real.valued function and so are zero-sets of X • 
We have, for i = 1, 2 , z ins � zi BO that Z1 n s and Z2 n s a.re contained in disjoint zero­
sets of X and a.re therefore completely separated in X . 
B. (i) => (ii) : Assume ( 7) , and let GJ be a maxim.al completely regular filter on S .
Let "J'" be the unique maximal completely regular filter on X coarser than GJ , and let CU be the 
unique z-ultrafilter on X finer than "J'" . Suppose that (ii) fails so that there exists a Z e CU with 
Zn S = 0 . Now, hy (7) , there is an / e C(X) with J(Z) = 0 , f(S) = 1 11.Dd J � 0 . Define 
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� = {J-1[0, r] : r > 0 } • Obviously ':B is a completely regular filterbase on X , and � � 9.1
since :i,(X) 3 r1 [0,r] 2 r 1(0) 2 z e9.1 for T > 0. Since both ':Band CJ* a.re coarser than 9.1 it 
follows that G.11 a.nd ':F" meet, a.nd so by maximality of CJ* we must have � � ':F* . But we then 
have /-1[0,½l e ':F* and so r1 [0,½l nS #- 0 since ':F'" meets S, contradicting f(S) = 1 
(ii) � (iii) : Let g be e. z-filter on X which meets S . Then g IS is a z-filterbase on S ,
so g I S � 9.1' for some z-ultrafilter 9.1' on S . Let ':F be the unique maximal completely regular 
filter on S such that ':F � 9.1' and let ':F* be as usual. Now let 9.1 be the unique z-ultrafilter on X 
finer than ':F"" • Now g meets ':F"' , since ':F* :S 9.1' e.nd g � g IS � 9.1' . By proposition 2.3.4 we 
know that if Z E Z(X) then it is the case that Z e 9.1 if/ Z meets ':F* • Since g consists of zero­
sets of X that meet ':F" , we have g � 9.1 • By (ii) 9.1 meets S , and it follows that 9.1 meets 
(iii)� (i) : Suppose that (i) fails. Then there is a zero-set Z of X with Zn S = 0 but
such that Z e.nd Sare not completely separated. Deline 
Thia is obviously a base for a. z-filter on X , sa.y g . Now G.11 must meet S , for otherwise we 
could completely separate S and Z . Therefore y meets S and so, if (iii) holds , there is a z­
ultrafilter 9.1 on X which meets (j IS . Since Zn S = 0 we have Z rJ. 9.1 , and so there is a Z' E 9.1 
such that Zn Z' = 0 . Let / e C(X) completely separate the disjoint zero-sets Z and Z' , sa.y 
f "?:. O with f(Z') = 1 and f(Z) = 0 . But now 1-1[0,½l ns E g IS , so 1-1[0,½]n Sn Z' t 0 ,
since g I S meets 9.1 . This is a contradiction. Thus (iii) must fail. □
We come now to the filter characterisation of C"'-embedding. The theorem has much 
the same flavour aa theorem 3.2.13 (characterising z-embedding). We know that any completely 
regular filter ':F on X 2 S that meets S gives rise to a. completely regular filter ':F l S on S , and 
we ask: when is the trace of a maximal completely regular filter on X that meets S a maximal 
completely regular filter on S ? It is easily seen (3.4.3 (a)=> (b) ) that C*-embedding is enough 
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to ensure this. In chapter 2 we showed that every maximal completely regular filter "J on S 
yields a maximal completely regular filter "J • on X , with ':f• � ':f . In the presence of c• -
embedding of S in X , "J" 1 S is maximal completely regular on S , and it is natural to enquire 
as to the relation between "J and ':f* IS . It will always be true that ':f• IS :5 "J - will c•­
embedding ensure that ':f :5 "J* IS ? Thie consideration leads from (b) to condition (e) in 
theorem 3.4.3 
1 
and (e) together with the characterisation of G*-embedding of section 3.3 and 
the characterisation of (fl) in this section eMily imply (a) . 
The statement and proof presented here are those of R.L.Blair ([Bl1 5.1]) . The 
equivalence of (a), (b) lllld (c) is due to J.W.Green. He proved (a)� (b) and (a)� (c) for 
Tychonoff spaces in [Gr1 theorems 1 and 2] • In [Gr2 theorem 2] he strengthened (a)� (b) to
apply to arbitrary spaces. In [Gr1] a characterisation of the Stone-Cech compactification due to
P.S.Aleksandrov (see 2.2.2 (iv)) is used to establish the characterisations of c•- and C­
embedding. In [Gr2J the notion of generalised boundary (due to A.D.Myskis [My] ) is used to 
generalise to arbitrary spaces those results in {Gr1] whose proof relied on the Tychonoff 
requirement. 
3.4.2 Lemma (R.L. Blair [B11 2.2] ) : Let S � X . If "J is a mazimal completely
regular Jilter on S , and if "J is coarser than the trace on S of some completely regular filter �
on X which meets S, then ':f is z-embedded in X , 
Proof. Let "J* be the unique maximal completely regular filter on X with "J* .$ "} • 
We claim that g meets ':f* : Let G E g a.nd F* E "J* . Now F* 2 F for some Fe ':f , and since 
"J $ 0 IS we have F 2 G' n S for some G' E � • Now G n (G' n S) I- 0 since g meets S , and 
since G' n S � F � F* we conclude tha.t G n F* -::/- 0 •
Since � meets "J* we must have, by maximality of <:f* , g � "J* . Let F E "J • Then, 
since "J � g I S , F ;;2 G n S for some G e O and, by completely regularity of O , there is a G' e g 
such that G' and X - G are completely separated in X • Now since G' e g � "J* and "J* $ "J , 
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we have G' 2 F1 for some F' E ".! • Choose an / E C(X) which completely separates G' a.nd 
X - G • Then f IS completely separates F' � G' n S and S - F � (X - G) n S , and since /IS 
extends over X , f I S is .:-embedded in X 
3.4.3 Theorem (R.L.Dlair [Dl1 5.1] ) : If S � X then the following are equivalent:
(a) Si-, C"'-embedded in X,
□
(b) if".! is a mazimal completely regular filter on X which meets S I then ".! ! S is a
mazimal completely regular filter on S 1 
(c) every maximal completely regular filter on S is the trace on S of aome maximal
completely regular filter on X , 
(d) every maximal completely regular filter on Sis coarser than the trace on S of some
(maximal) completely regular filter on X that meeis S , 
( e) if "J is a maximal completely regular filter on S I and if GJ* is the unique mal:'imal
completely regular filter on X coarser than "J , then "J :;; "J* I S 
Proof. (a)=} (b) : Assume (a) and let "J be a maximal completely regular filter on X 
that meets S . That "JI S is a completely regular filter on S is clear. In order to show that 
"J I S is a maximal completely regula.r filter we will show that any two zero-sets of S that meet 
"JI S mnst meet each other. Let A1, A2 E $(S) such that both A1 and A2 meet "JI S . Suppose
that A1 n A2 = 0 . Then A 1 and A2 are disjoint zero-sets of S so by C
"'-embedding (i.e., (o) )
A1 and A2 are completely separated in X . Hence there exist Z1, Z2 E $(X) with A1 � Z1 ,





"I- 0 ! We conclude that GJ IS is a ma.x:imal completely regnlar filter. 
(b) => (c) : Let g be a. maximal completely regular filter on S . Let {'.I* be the unique
maximal completely regular filter on X coarser than g . Then g* I S ,'.5 g , and by (b) g• I S is a 
maximal completely regular filterbase on S . Dy maximality we have g = g• I S . 




(d) => (e) : Let GJ be a maxim.al completely regular filter on S , and let ':f* be the
unique maximal c.ompletely regular filter on X coarser than ':1 • By (d) there is a completely 
regular filter g OD X such that g meets S and ':1 $ g I S . We have <:1• $ liJ $ O IS , hence g 
meets ':1* • By maximality of ':f* we must have g � ':f" . Thus g I S � ':f* I S , so we ha.ve 
(e) => (a) : By theorem 3.3.8 we need only show that S is z-embedded in X and that
(/3) holds. 
If "J is a maximal completely regular filter on S then by (e) GJ is c.oarser than the trace 
on S of some (maximal) completely regula.r filter on X . By lemma 3.4.2 , ':f is z-embedded in 
X. Now by theorem 3.2.13 it follows that Sis z-emhedded in X .
Let � be a maximal completely regular filter on X , and suppose g 1 S meets 
Z 11 Z 2 E 2';(X) . Then � meets S so �IS� ':1 for some maximal completely regular filter ':f on S
(g IS is a. completely regula.r filter on S ) . Let ':1* be the unique maximal completely regula.r 
filter on X coarser than ':f . By ( e) we have "J :$ <:1• I S . Since g I S � ':f and ':1* $ ':f , ':1* meets 
g . By maximality of ':f* and � we must have ':1"' = � . Hence we have ':f* IS meeting Z 1 and
Z 2 • Now since "J � ':f* IS it follows that ':f meets Z 1 n S and Z 2 n S , a.nd so by maximality of
Reca.ll that theorem 3.2.13 showed that S �Xis z-embedded in X if/ distinct z-filters 
on S determine distinct z-filters on X . We show now that S is C*-embedded in X iff distinct 
z-ultrafilters on S determine distinct z-ultrafilters on X .
3.4.4 Definiaon (J.W.Green [Gr2 p 104] ) : Let S � X . We say that filterbaaes 1:B
and �' on S are completely separafod in X if some member of� is completely separated in X
Crom some member of�'. 
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The equivalence of (a.) and (b) in the following corollary is due to J.W.Green ([Gr2
theorem 7]). The equivalence of (a.)1 (c) and (d) is given in [Bl1 5.2] .
3.4.5 Corollary: If Sf X then the following are equivalent:
(a) S is C*-embedded in X ,
(b) distinct marimal completelv regular filters on S are completely separated in X,
(c) distinct z-ultrafilters on S determine distinct z-ultrafilters on X,
(d) distinct z-ulirafilters on Sare completely separated in X.
Proof. (a)=> (b) : Let (
h
,g2 be distinct maximal completely regular filters on S. Let
g;,g; be the unique maximal completely regular filters on X with g; :S 01 , g; :S g2 • 
* • • • We claim that 01-/:- 02 • Suppose not; then (Ii IS= g� IS and by C*-embedding (3.4.3
(b) ) o; IS and g; IS are maximal completely regular filters on S such that (3.4.3 (e) )
g1 :S g; IS , 02 :S g; IS . By maximality of 01 and g2 we must have g1 = �2 , a. contradiction.
• • * * * •So (11 -/:- g� and so by maximality (11 and (12 cannot meet. Choose G1 E 01 and G2 e (12
such that G1 n G2 = 0 . By complete regularity of g; , G1 contains a a; e o; such that a; is
* * • completely sep&rated from X - G1 2 G2 E 01 • Thus (h and 02 are completely sepa.ra.ted in X •
Since g; :S g1 and g; :5 02 it foll�ws that 01 a.ad g2 are completely separated in X .
(b) => (a) : We verify theorem 3.4.3 (b) . Let GJ be any maximal completely regular
filter on X which meets S . That GJ IS is a completely regular filter is clear and to prove
maximality we verify theorem 2.2.2 (iii) - that there iB only one maximal completely regular 
filter on S finer than GJ f S . Suppose that (11 and g1 are maximal completely regular filters on S
finer than GJ I S , and suppoi.e further that g1 -/:- (12 • Then by (b) 01 and (12 a.re completely
separated in X , and so there exist G1 e 01 , G2 E (12 with G1 and G2 completely separated in
(they meet g1 , 02 respectively and hence GJ since GJ IS is coarser than both (11 and g2 ) , so by
maximality of ':f we must have Z1 nz2 -I 0 ! Thus gl = O:;i .
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(a)::} (c): Let r.p:S ----- X be the inclusion map of S into X. Let 01, (h be disti11ct z­
ultrafilters on S . Now for i = 1, 2 ip#(Q;) = { Z e Z( X) : Zn Se O; } is a prime z-filter on X
(see 3.2.10) so there exist unique z-ult:rafilters 9.11,9.12 on X with 9.11 2 r.p#(01) and 9.12 2 r.p#(g3)
( 9.11 and 9.12 are the z-ultrafilters on X determined by g1 and g2 respectively).
By maximality of c;J1 and of �2 they cannot meet, so there exist G1 E g1 , G2 € Q2 with
G1 n G2 = 0. Now G1 and G2 are disjoint zero-sets of S so by (o-) (which.holds since by (a) , S




E Z(X) with Z1 2 G1 , Z2 '2_ G2 and Z1 n Z2 = 0 .
Now for i=l,2 :lS(S)�Z;nS2G;nS=G;, so Zinseg; and thus Z;er.p#(Q.). If
9.11 = 9.12 then, since ip#(O.-) � 9.1; , we have Z1, Z2 E 9.11 with Z1 n Z2 = 0 ! Hence 9.11 and 9.12
a.re distinct.
(c) � (d) : Let g1,g2 be distinct z-ultrafilters on S • Let <p: S .... X be inc.lusion, and
let 9.11,9.12 be the unique z-ultrafilters on X with r.p#(g;) � 9.li . By (c) 9.11 # 9.12 a.nd it follows
tbat ip#(<h ) cannot meet ip#(g2) (if they meet then supZ(X) { r.p#(g1), ip#(g2)} would be
contained in a z-ultrafilter 9.1 on X strictly finer than both r.p#(g1) and <p#rn2) - but now the
prime z-filter ip#(g1) is contained in distinct z-ultrafilters 9.1 and 9.11 ! ) . Thus there are
Zi E ip#{g;) with Z1 n Z2 = 0. Since Z1 and Z2 are disjoint zero-sets of X, they are completely
separated. Hence the elements Z 1 n S E g1 and Z 2 n S E g2 are completely separated in X .
(d) �(a): We verify theorem 3.4.3 (b). Let ':f be a maximal completely regular filter
on X which meets S . To show �IS is a maximal completely regular filter on S we show that
there is only one z-ultrafilter on S finer than �IS . Suppose that g1,g2 are z-ultrafilters on S




3.4..6 Corollary (J. W.Green [G1'2 p 104] ) : A zero-set S of X is C-embedded in X iff 
any two distinct z-ultrafilters on S are completely separated in X • 
Proof. ⇒ ; This is clear from corollary 3.4.5 (d) , 
�: By corollary 3.4.5 (d) , S is c•-embedded in X. Since S is a zero-set of X it is 
completely separated from every disjoint zero-set - i.e., ( 7) holds . Thus Sis C-embedded in 
X. □ 
The following corollary is proved in [Gr1 p 577) for Tycbonoff spaces. The proof does
not use the Tychonoff requirement explicitly - it is UBed in the proofs 0£ results upon which the 
corollary relies. In [Gr2J these results are proved for arbitrary spaces, and the remark is made
the.t results like the following will then hold for arbitrary spaces. 
3.4.7 Corollary: If Sis a discrete subspace of a 11pace X·, then Sis C*-embedded in X 
iff the trace on S of every maximal completely regular filter on X that meets Sis an ultrafilter 
on S. 
Proof. =>- : Suppose S is C"'-embedded in X and that '1 is a. maximal completely 
regular filter on X which meets S . By theorem 3.4.3 (b) '11 Sis a maximal completely regular 
filter on S . But, since S is discrete, a.JI filters on S are completely regular. So GJ IS is a 
maximal filter on S - an ultra.filter on S. 
<=: We verify theorem 3.4.3 (b) . If GJ ia a maximal completely regular filter on X 
which meets S , then by the hypothesis ':I- IS is an ultrafilter on S . By discreteness of S , OJ IS 
is completely regular on S . Hence GJ ! Sis a maximal completely regular filterha.se. 
□ 
We come now to the filter characterisation of C-embedding. We know that S is :­
embedded in X;;? S if! the trace on S oC every z-ultrafilter on X that meets S is a. z-ultrafilter 
on S . The theorem shows that all z-ultrafilters on S will arise in this wa.y exactly when S is C-
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embedded in X . The statement and proof presented here are those of R.L.Blair [BI1 ,5.3) , The 
equivalence of (a) and (b) iB due to J.W.Green ([Gr1 theorem 4 for Tychonoff spaces; Gr2
theorem ,5 for arbitrary spaces) ) . 
Asking when all z-ultrafilters on S � X will arise as traces on S of z-ultrafilters on X
that meet S is natural, given our characterisation 3.2.13 of z-embedding, That C-embedding of 
Sin X guarantees this is easily shown (3.4.9 (a)::::;. (b) ) , and we show that the converse is true 
(R.L.Blair [B11 ,5.4) ) : Consider the following condition on the embedding S � X :
( 7') ea.ch z-ultrafilter on S is finer than some z-ultrafilter on X ,
introduced by J.W.Green ([Gr2 corollary p 103]) and formalised by R.L.Blair in [Bl1J
3.4.8 Proposition (R.L.Bla.ir [Bl1 4.4] ) : For any embedding S � X , (r) holds if (r')
holds 
Proof. Suppose that S � X and that (7') holds, We shall show that 3.4.1 B (iii) 
holds. Let g be a. z-filter on X that meets S . Then (JI S is a. z-filterbase on S and so is 
contained in some z-ultrafilter � on S . By (1-') there is a z-ultrafilter CU on X coarser than CJ- • 
Clearly CU meets g I S . □
The converse to this proposition is false ([BI1 4.5 (a.)]) : The :r-axie S of the Moore 
plalle I' is a zero-set in I' , and so (7) holds trivially. In [Gr
2 
lemma 8] it is shown that ( 7') 
fails. 
Suppose that every z-ultrafilter on S is the trace on S of some z-ultrafilter on X that 
meets S . Then the condition ( -y') on S is satisfied, and so (--;) holds by the preceding 
proposition. To conclude that S is C-embedded in X , it remains to verify z-embedding of S in 
X , for which we verify 3.2.13 (b)' . Let g be a z-ultrafilter and let I": S - X be the inclusion 
map. By hypothesis, there is a z-ultrafilter CU on X meeting S such that CU I S = g . Then 
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Knowing this equivalence and knowing the correspondence between z-ultrafilters on a 
space and maximal completely regular filters on the space of chapter 2 makes it not too difficult 
a task to recast the equiva.lence, This is the content of the following theorem. 
3.4.9 Theorem (R.L.Blair [B11 5.3] ) : J/ S � X then the following are equivalent:
(a) Sis C•em�edded in X ,
(b) every z.ultrafilter on S i!I the trace on S of tiome z.u/trafilter on X,
(c) every z.ultrafilter on S is coarser than the trace on S of some z-ultrafilter on X
which meets S , 
(d) every marimal completely regular filter on S 111 coarser than the trace on S of
some z.u/trafilter on X , 
(e) if GJ is a marimal completely regular filter on S , if GJ• is the unique marimal
completely regular fiUer on X coaraer than <:f and if CU is the unique z.u/trafilter on X finer 
than ':F• 1 then <:f � GJ* I S and CU meets S • 
Proof. (a)=> (b): Let GJ be a z-ultrafilter on S. Let c,,: S - X be the inclusion map 
of S iuto X • Then there is a (unique) z-ultrafilter CU on X with v,#("J) � CU • Suppose there 
were a Z E CU with Zn S = 0 . By C-embedding S is completely separated from the disjoint 
zero-set Z , hence there is a Z' E �( X) with Z' 2 S and Z' n Z = 0 . But now Z' E v,#(GJ) � CU , 
so 0 =Zn Z' E CU ! Thus CU meets S , so CU IS is a z-ultrafilter on S (theorem 3.2.13 (c) ). By 
(b) of theorem 3.2.13 , GJ � v,#(':F) IS� CU IS . Thus, by maximality or ':F , ':F =CUI S .
(b) => ( c) : this is trivial.
( c) => ( d) : Let ':F be a maxima.I completely regular Iii ter on S . Then there is a
(unique) z-ultrafilter g on S finer than GJ • By ( c) , g $ CU l S for some z-ultrafilter CU on X
which meets S . Now ':F $ CU I S . 
( d) => ( e) : Let GJ , ':F'" and CU be as in ( e) . By ( d) ':F � CU' I S for some z-ul trafilter CU'
on X which meets S . Since ':F* is coarser than GJ we have ':F'" $ CU' ! S , hence CU' meets GJ* . 
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We know that a zero-set of X will be in <\J. exactly when it meets 'ff-"' (theorem 2.3.4) , thus 
<\J.' � 9J. • Since both 9J. a.nd <\J.' are z-ultrafilters, we have 9J. = 9.J.' . This means that C\.L meets 
s. 
Suppose it is not the case that ".1 � 'ff-• 1 S . Then there is an Fe 'ff- with (An S)- FI- 0 
for every A e ':f'" • By complete regularity of GJ we may choose a.n F' e GJ and an / e C(S) with 
/�0, f(F')=I and /(S-F)=O . Define �={t-1[O,r]: r>O}. Easily,� is a
completely regular filterha.se on S which meets GJ* IS . Let g be a mwmal completely regular 
filter on S containing both � and GJ'" JS. �y (d) there is a z-ultrafilter 9.J." on X which meets 
S and satisfies � :5 9.J." 1 S • So � � 9.J." I S and GJ* I S :5 9.J.11 I S . Hence <\J." meets GJ'" , so (as 
above) <\J." = 9J. • Thus 9.J." IS� GJ (since ".1 � 'ff-'" IS � 9.J." IS ) . But we already have 9.J." 2= � 
, so F' n 1-1[0,½J 'I- 0 , a contradidion. So GJ :5 GJ* IS .
(e) � (a.) : By theorem 3.4.3 (e) � (a) , Sis C'"-embedded in X. Dy theorem 3.4.1 B
(ii) , (1') holds • Now by theorem 3.3.8, S is C-embooded in X . □ 
The condition (';-') introduced a.hove can also be used in a characterisation of C­
embedding. First we find an alternative form for ( r') : 
3.4.10 Prop osiiion (R.L. Blair [Bl1 4. 3] ) : If S � X then the fallowing are equivalent:
{i) (-r') holds , 
(ii) i/ 'ff- is any z-ultrafilter on S , then the z-filter on X determined by ".1 ill a z­
ultrafilter on X . 
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) : Let (I); S-+ X be the inclusion map of S into X , and let GJ be a z­
ultrafilter on S . By (r') there is a. z-ultrafilter <\J. on X with 9J. :S 'ff- • Now <\J. � 'P#(GJ) , for if 
U e <\J. then U 2 F for some Fe GJ and so Z(S) 3 Un S ;:1 F n S = Fe 'ff- • Thus, by maximality 
of 9J. , ','#('ff-)= C\.L , so ','#('ff-) is a z-ultrafilter on X . 
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(ii) => (i) : Let CJ be any z-ultra.filter on S • Let I{): S _. X be inclusion. By (ii)
\&'#(CJ) is a z-ultrafilter on X , and it is dear that \&'#(':f) � CJ • □ 
3.4.11 Corollary (J.W.Green [Gr2 corollary p 103J ) : Let S � X . Then S is C­
embedded in X if/ S satisfies (1') and CJ IS is a z-ultrafilter on S for all z-ultrafilters CJ on X 
that meet S (i.e., S is z-embedded in X ) 
Proof. => : By theorem 3.4.9 ( a.) => (b) , ( ,') holds . The second part holds by 
theorem 3.2.13 (a)=> (c) 
<= : Condition ( 1) holds by proposition 3.4.8 , and S is z-embedded in X • □
Thus S � X is C-embedded in X if/ Sis z-embedded in X and (r') holds if{ S is z­
embedded in X and (7) holds, even though (71) and (r) are not equivalent. 
3.4.12 Theorem (J.W.Green [Gr1 theorem 6] ; [Grzl for arbitrary spaces): Let S be a
zero-set of X . Tken S is C-embedded in X iff the trace on S of every z-ultrafilter on X -that 
meets S is a t-ultrafil-ter on S . 
Proof. => : This follows from theorem 3.2.13 (a)=> (c) . 
{::: By theorem 3.2.13 (c) => (a) , S is z-embedded . Since Sis a zero-set of X , (7) 
holds. Hence S is C-embedded in X . □
Our filter-theoretic characterisation of z-, c•-, and C- embedding is complete. In the 
next chapter we will present localisations of the chara.cterisations of section 3.3 together with 
some localisatio1111 of section 3.4 , all of which shed more light on the results of this chapter. 
CHAPTER 4 




In this chapter we obtain localisations of some of the global results of the preceding 
chapter, in the sense explained on page 1.2 • Thus we obtain charaderisations of z-embedding 
of a given function on a subspace, of extendibility of a given bounded function and of 
e:xtendibility of a given unbounded function. In localising the classical results (like the Urysohn 
Extension Theorem) we follow R.L.Blair ([Dl2]) • We then present some apparently new filter 
characterisations of z-embedding of a function (localising theorem 3.2.13) , and 11. partially 
complete localisation of theorem 3.1.3 (characterising c•-embedding). 
4.2 LOCALISATION OF CLASSICAL RESULTS 
(a.) Localisation of classical results on z-embedding of a subspace 
One of the central results of chapter 3 is theorem 3.2.4 : S � X is z-embedded in X iff 
each (bounded) f E C(S) can be approximated uniformly on S by continuous Junctions on cozero­
sets of X that contain S . This led to characterisations of both c•- and C- embedding, and 
these were the starting point for filter cha.racterisatiorui of both embeddings. We begin our 
localisations by obtaining a very pleasing localisation of theorem 3.2.4 . What makes this 
localisation particularly elegant is that much of its proof is extracted from that of theorem 
3.2.4, making the latter's proof more transparent. 
4.2.1 Theorem (R.L.Dlair [Bl2 2.2] ) : Let S � X and f e C(S) . Then f is z-embedded
in X if/ f can be unifonnly approrimated on S by continuous functions on cozero-aeta of X that 
contain S. 
Proof. ::;. : SupJ>OBe that f E C(S) is z-embedded in X . Let f > 0 be given. For 
each n E Z define An = { s E S : n - 1 < ¾ f ( s) < n + 1 } • Now A
n 
is the preimage of an open set 
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in IR under a continuous map, so A,. is a cozero-set of S . By z-embedding off in X we may, 
for each n E Z I choose a cozero-set C" of X such that C n n S = An ( simply note that 
An=S-(L(n-l)r(/)UL(n+l)t:(f)) and that L(n-l)c(/) and L(n+l)c(/) both extend to 
zero-sets of X ) . The proof now proceeds exactly as in the proof of theorem 3.2.4 (we have 
simply obtained the Cn's in a different manner). 
<= : Let a ER • For n E N choose a cozero-set P 
11 
of X and an / e C(P n) with P n 2 S 
and 1/,.(:z:)-/(z)l .::;-kforzeS ···(*). 
Define Z~ = { x E P 11 : / n(x) ~a+ k} . Now Z~ is a zer0-set of P n , and P" is z-
embedded in X (being a cozero-set of X) . So for each n there is a Zn E ~(X) with 
Z 11 nPn=Z~. Now QZne'.'ZS(X) and we have (QZn)nS=La(J) it is clear that 
L0 (f)f(QZn)nS; and if xe(QZn)nS then xeZnnS~Z"nPn for all n so, xe QZ~ 




Since L0 (J) = L_a(-1) it follows that L0 (/) also extends to a zero-set of X . □ 
Note how the global characterisation 3.2.4 of z-embedding is easily recovered from this 
localisation, thus giving more insight into theorem 3.2.4 • 
(b) Localisation of classical results on C* -embed ding 
Recall from chapter 3 the following condition on an embedding S ~ X : 
(o:) disjoint zero-sets of Sare completely separated in X. 
We showed that S is C*-embedded in X if/ (o-) holds (the Urysohn Extension Theorem). We 
shall localise condition (o:) in order to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
extendibility of a given bounded continuous function on S . The result is an aesthetically 
pleasing localisation of the U rysohn Extension Theorem. 
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Let / E C(S) and consider the following condition on / , introduced in [BI2 p66] : 
(o:1) if a< bin R, then L0(/) and L
b(!) are completely separated in X.
Note that whereas (a) demands that all pairs of disjoint zero-sets of S be completely 
separated in X , (o:1) demands this of only some smaller collection of disjoint zero-set pairs that
is associated with f . It is in this sense that we view ( a I) as a localisation of its global
counterpart. Furthermore, (a) can be recovered from its proposed localisation: 
4.2.2 Proposition (R.L.Bla.ir (B� 3.1 (a.)] ) : Let S � X
holds for every {bounded) f E C(S)
Proof. => : this is obvious. 
Then (a) holds if/ (a.1)
{::: Let Z, Z' he disjoint zero-sets of S • Then Z and Z' are completely separated in 
S, so there is an f E C(S) with O � f � 1 , f(Z) = 0 and f(Z') = 1 . By (a,1) , L0(/) 2 Zand
L1(/) ;;;;! Z' a.re completely separated in X . □
The next theorem is our single function analogue of the Urysohn Extell.'lion Theorem. It 
shows that ( o /) i.s a successful localisation of (er) , and provides an alternative ( and in some 
ways more transparent) proof of the Urysohn Extell.'lion Theorem. The theorem is due to 
S.Mrowka. ([Mr1 4.111) who deduces it from a powerful general approximation theorem ([Mr1
2.7]) . The proof presented here is that of R.L.Blair in [Ill2 3.2] , based on a proof of [Mr1 2.7)
communicated to Blair by H.E.White, Jr.
4.2.3 Theorem: Let S � X and / E C*(S) • Then f has a continuous extension over X
if/ (a 1) holds.
Proof. => : this is clear. 
{:: : Suppose ( o /) holds. Choose a positive integer m with I f I � m . For n E w , 
define p(n)=m2n +2-1 . Now, for new and for integers j with O � j � p(n) ,
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disjoint lower and upper Le�gue•sets of / , so by (o.1) there is an f nj E C*(X) with
0 $ / nj � 1 , / .. ;(An;) = 0 a.nd / nj ( B .. ;) = 1 . Note that for a. given n , -m + j r" -l for
0 $ j $. p(n) ranges from -m to m - :r" - l in steJ)6 of 2-n -l ; and -m + (j + 1) rn -l for
0 :S j $. p(n) ranges from -m +2-n-t tom in steps of 2-n-l.
p(n) Define / n = -m + 2-n - l L J nj j:O 
p(n) Note that rn -t L f .. ;:sr"- 1(l+p(n))j=O 
=2-n-1(m211 +2)=2m, so that -m:Sf .. �m. Note also that each J n is continuous on
X. We will show that f n-. J uniformly on S.
Let new We will show that lfn+i-lnl :52-'-n on S .  Let zeS. Since
0 < (J + m) < 1- 2m - we can
A: < /(z) + m < A: + 1 m 2" + 2 - 2m - m 2" + 2
choose an integer A: with O :S k :S p( n) and
Now if j$A:-l then f .. ;(z)=l since by(*) xeB .. ;; and if j�A:+l then
J n; (z) = 0 since by (*) z E Anj • Substituting in the defining expression for / .. we find that
f .. (z)=-m+2-n-1(k+f .. k(z)) Thus /(z),f .. (z)e[-m+A:2-n-1,-m+(k+l)r"-11
- by (*) and since O $. / ,...1:(r) $ 1 So we have that I J(z)- J .. (x) I $. rn -l for n E w •
We have shown that f n -+ f uniformly on S . It follows by lemma 3.2.5 that / extends
continuously over X □
Note that the Urysohn Extension Theorem follows immediately from 4.2.3 and 4.2.2
In that the proof of 4.2.3 makes it clear why (a
1
) succeeds in guaranteeing the extendibility of
J, this new proof of the Urysohn Extension Theorem makes the success of (a) in characterising
C'•�embedding more transparent.
( c) Localisation of classical results on C-embedding
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We know that the conjunction of (o) a.nd the following condition on S � X chll.l'acterises 
C-embedding:
(r) Sis completely separated from every disjoint zero-set of X.
We shall use (o:1) and a localisation of (r) to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
extendibility of any given continuous function on a subspace. The result is an elegant 
localisation of the Gillman and Jerison characterisation of C-embeddiog. 
4.2.4 Definition (R.L.Bla.ir [Bl.i p66] ) : Let S � X , f E C(S) and A� X . We shall 
say that A is c ompletelv separated from f if A and 1-1 [ a, b] are completely eepara.ted in X ror 
eacha<binR. 
Let / E C(S) and consider the following condition on / , introduced in [B12 p66] : 
(r1) Sis completely separated from every zero-set of X that is completely separated from f.
Note that ( r J) demands that some particular claaa of zero-sets of X that are disjoint 
from S be completely separated from S , whereas (1) demands this of all zero-sets disjoint from 
S. As before, (r) is recoverable from its global counterpart:
4.2.5 Theorem (R.L.Blair [B1
2 
3.1 (b)] ) : Let S � X. Then {,) holds iff {r1) holds
for evertt f e C(S) 
Proof. => : this is obvious. 
<= : Suppose (, /) holds for each / E C(S) Suppose g E C(X) with Z(g) n S = 0 . 
Define f :;: I g f SI 
· Then f E C( S) , and if O S a < b in R then I g I � ¼ on 1-1 [ a, b] so Z (g) and
/-1[a,b] are completely separated in X. By (,1), Sand Z(g) 11.l'e completely separated in X.□ 
First let us note the following corollary to theorem 4.2.3 , which shows tha.t (o
1
) admits
the extendibility of any truncation of/ e C(S) , no matter how large the cut-off level. 
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4.2.6 Definition : By a truncatiofl of / e C(S) we mean a function of the form 
(/ /1. a) v -a, where O .:Sae R. 
4.2.7 Corollary (R.L.Blair [Biz 3.3] ) : Let S � X and f e C(S) . Th.en {a1) A.olds if/
every truncation off has a continuoua ezten8ion over X • 
Proof. .=> : Suppose ( o J) holds. Let O � c e IR ; we verify ( o (J A e) v -c) . Let a < b
in R. If a>c then Lb((J/l.e)v-c)=0; and if a<-c then L
0
((/Ac)v-c)=0. Now 
suppose that - c Sa< b .:Sc . Then La( (J A e) v---e) = La(f) and Lb( (f /\ e) v ---e) = Lb(/) a.nd 
so are completely separated in X since by ( a 
1
) La(/) and L"(f) are completely separated in X . 
¢:: Leta<binR. Choosec>ma.x{laf,lbf}. ThenLa((JAe)v-c)=La(/)and 
L"{(/Ae)v-c)=Lb(/) so by (o(JAc)v-c), which holds since (jAc)v---e eC*(S) extends
over X , L
a
(!) and L"(J) are completely separated in X . □
or course, ( 0: 1) is necessary for the extendibility of f e C( S) . The following theorem
shows that ( a f) actually guarantees the partial extendibility of f ( over some cozero-snperset of 
S), and that if (r1) also holds then this leads to the extendibility over X off.
4.2.8 Th.eorem: Let S � X and f E C(S) • Then:
(a) if (0: 1) Ii.olds then f e:rtends continuously over some cozero-set P ;2 S with X -P
completely separated from f, and 
(b) if {'r 1) holds then if f = g IS for .'lome g E C(T) where T ;2 S is a cozero.set of X
with X -T completely separated from f, then f etiends continuou8l?J over X • 
Proof. (a) Suppose that (a1) holds. Let i.p: R � (-1,1) be an order•preserving 
homeomorphism. Now for a e IR , La(/) = L,p(a)( i.p o /) and L
a(/)= L'P(a)( i.p o /) . Since ( a 1)
holds, we see that ( a'P O /) holds. Th us i.p o f , being bounded and satisfying ( a'P O 1) , extends
over X - say le e C( X) with le I S = i.p o f • 
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Define P = X -( L_1(k) U L1(k)). Then P is a cozero-set of X, and P 2 S. Let a< b 
in R . Then L_1(k) U L1(k) and L""(a)(k) n L,p(b)(k) are completely sep8.la.ted (by I k I ) in X •
Now X -P = L_1 (k) U L1 (k) and La(!) n Lb(!) = L"'(a)(v, o I) n Lv,(b)(V' o J) =
Lr,>(a)(k IS) n L.,.,(blk j S) � L<p(a)(k) n La;p
(
bik) , so that X -P a.nd L0(J)n Lr,(!)= ,-1[a,b]
are also completely separated in X . ThUB X -P is completely separated from f • 
Now v,-1 o (k I P) is a continuous map on P (note that I k IP I< 1 , so that v,-1 o (k IP)
is properly defined) , and ( 'P-l o (k IP)) IS= v,-1 o (k IS) = v,-1 o (i; o /) = J . Thus
v,-1 o (k IP) is a continuous extension of/ over P.
(b) Suppose T is a cozero-set of X with T 2 S and X -T completely separated from
f , and suppose / = u I S with g E C(T) . Suppose ( r /) holds. Let 'P: R � ( -1, 1) be an order 
preserving homeomorphism. As in (11.) 11.bove, L0(g) = Lv,(aiv,ou) and L"(g) = L""(a) (v, ou).
Thus all the Lebesgue-sets of rp o g a.re just Lebesgue-sets of u , and by z-embedding of g in X 
(which holds since T is z-embedded in X , being a cozero-set of X ) these extend to zero-sets of 
X . So 'Pou is z-embedded in X . By theorem 4.2.1 there is, for ea.c.b n e N , a. cozero-set P n of 
X and a gn eC(Pn) with Pn 2T and l('Pog)(t)-Un(t) t<i for all teT. Since 'POU is 
bounded we may assume that each Un is bounded. 
By hypothesis we have X -T completely separated from f , so by ( 'Y 1) we conclude
that X -T is completely separated from S ( X -T is a zero-set of X since T is cozero) 
Choose Ze�(X) with S�Z and Zn(X-T)=0. Note that S�Z<;T. Now Zand 
X -P n � X -T are disjoint zero-sets of X , so we may choose an hn EC( X) with hn(Z) = 1
{Un hn on coz hn Note that coz hn <; P n = dom Un , and define J n = . As in 0 on Z(hn) proposition 1.2.15 , J n E C(X) ( Un is bounded) . Also J n(z) = Un(z) for each z E Z <; T, and 
thus have l(v, og)(z )-/n(z) !<ft for zeZ. So fn -+(y,og)IZ uniformly on Z, and by 




Define Q = { 2: e X : I h( 2:) I 2=: 1 } . Then $( X) 3 Q £; X - Z , i.e., Q n Z = 0 and so Q 
and S � Z are completely separated in X . So there is a u e C(X) with O :Su :S 1 , u(S) = 1 
and u(Q)=O. If xeX then lh(x)l �l�xeQ�u(x)=O�u(x)h(x)=O and 
I h(x) I < 1 � I u(x)h(z) I < 1 since O � u(:c) :S 1 • Thus I u(:c) h(:c) I< 1 for a.11 2: EX I and 
so ip-1o(uh) is properly defined. Now (uh)IS=(ulS){(ipog)IS)=(ulS)(ipof)=ipo/
since u IS= land g IS= f. Thus we have (ip-1 o uh) IS= f, so f extends over X . □
This theorem is due to R.L.Bla.ir in [Bl
2 
3.6] , although the "proof" of (b) presented 
there is flawed (lemma 3.2.5 is applied incorrectly, making the second half of his proof entirely 
invalid) • The proof of (b) presented here is based on Blair's "'proof", though some new 
constructs were found to be necessary in order to fill in the gaps left by his error. The statement 
of (b) in [BI2] is also not quite correct - it omits to require that T be cozero in X, even though
this is in fact necessary in his proof ; instead he requires the weaker condition that g be z­
embedded in X
4.2.9 Corolla.ry (R.L.Blair [Bl.;i 3.7]) : Let S � X and f E C(S) . If (o1) holds then f
is z-embedded in X • 
Proof. By the preceding theorem, / can be uniformly approximated on S by 
continuous functiona on cozero-sets of X which contain S . By theorem 4.2.1 , / is z-embedded 
in X. □
We come now to the localisation of the Gillman and Jerison characterisation of C-
embedding. Again, despite the complexity of its proof, this result (together with theorem 4.2.8 , 




4.2.10 Theorem (R.L.Bla.ir [Bl_.i 3.8] ) : Let So;;;; X and f e C(S) . Then f extends
continuotJsly over X if/ both {o: 1) and (r 1) hold.
Proof, =>: Suppose f = g IS with g e C(X) It is obvious that (a1) holds. Now
suppoae that A e Z(X) is completely separated from f . For n e Z , Ln-iY) U L
n + 2(g) and
L"-1(g)nLn+1(g) are disjoint zero-sets of X so there is a.n hneC(X) with hn2:0,
hn {Ln_2(g)UL"+2(g))=o and h n {L"-1(g)nL,. +1(g))= 1.
Now A is completely separated from each 1-1 [ a, b] . In particular A is completely
separated from /-1[n-1,n+ 1] = L"-1(/)n L
n 
+1(/) . So we may choose a kn E C(X) with
kn 2: 0, kn(A) = 0 and k,. ( L" -1(/) nLn + 1U)) = 1.
Define u,. = hn kn . Now the family { coz un : n E Z } is locally finite in X , since it is
the case that coz u,. o;;;; coz h,. o;;;; X -( Ln _ 2(g) U Ln + 2(g)) = { x e X : n - 2 < g(Z") < n + 2 } (if
zeX and we choose meZ with m-2<g(z)<m+2, then g-1(m-2,m+2) is an open
neighbourhood or z meeting only finitely many members of { coz un : n e Z } ). Hence
u = :E un E C(X), since every point of X has a neighbourhood on which u is continuous.neZ
If z ES then if we choose m to be the largest integer with m::;; f(:r:) we have
um(z) = 1 • Hence u(z) '2: 1 for every r ES . Since each kn , and hence each u,. , is zero on A
we have u(A) = 0. Thus u completely separates Sand A. So (r1) holds.
<= : Suppose both ( o: J) and ( r /) hold. By theorem 4.2 .8 (a) there exists a cozero-set T
of X and a g e C(T) with T 2 S , g I S = f and X - T completely separated from J . All the
conditions to theorem 4.2.8 (b) are satisfied, and we conclude that f extends continuously over
X. □ 
Again note that the global Gillman and Jerison characterisation of C-embedding follows





In chapter 3 we showed that C-embedding of Sin X is equivalent to z-embedding of S
in X in addition to condition (-r) holding. The obviowi candidate for a localisation of this 
would be that / E C(S) extends over X if/ f is z-embedded in X and ( 11) holds. But in [B12 
3.12] it is shown that this is not the case, and Blair rema.rks that no condition on f has been 
isolated whose conjunction with z-embedding of f will yield extendibility of / . However, be 
shows that certain conditions on the subspace in addition to z-embedding of / yield 
extendibility: 
4.2.11 Proposition : Le1 S � X and f E C'"(S) . If f is z-embedded in X and if ({))
hold�, then f eztends continiwusly over X . 
Proof. Let a<b in IR , and choose Z1,Z2e25(X) with Z1 nS=LaU) ,
z'l n s = L
b(/) . Then Z1 n z'}. n s = 0 so, by ({)) ' LaU) and L
b(/) are completely separated 
in X . Thus ( a I) holds, and so by theorem 4.2.3 we conclude that / extemIB over X . □ 
4.2.12 ProposiUon: Let S � X and f E C(S) . If f i3 z-embedded in X and if (,)
holds, then f eztends continuously over X . 
Proof. [f (,) �olds then by 3.3.4 (P) will hold. By proposition 4.2.5 (r1) will also
hold. As in the preceding proposition, (a
1
) holdB. So by theorem 4.2.10 we conclude that / 
extends continuously over X
4.3 LOCALISATIONS OF FILTER-THEORETIC RESULTS 
□ 
Ju.st as the preceding results of this chapter are localisations of the classical 
cha.ra.cterisations of z-, C*- and C- embedding , we wish to obtain localisations of the filter­
theoretic cba.racterisations of these embeddings (i.e., of theorems 3.2.13, 3.4.3 and 3.4.9 ) . This 




We begin by localising the non-filter-theoretic condition 3.2.13 (f) , characterising .:­
embedding of a subspace. This is the key to a localisation of theorem 3.2.13 (a) � (g) .
4.3.1 Theorem: Let S � X and f e C(S) . Then f is z-embedded in X if/ for each




e $(X) with L0(J) s;;; Z1 1 L
b
(/) s;;; Z2 and Z 1 n Z2 n S = 0 .
Proof. => : Let a < b in R . By z-embedding of f , there exist Z1, Z2 E $(X) with 
Z1nS=L11(/) and Z2nS=L
b(f). Now La.(J)<;,Z1 , L
b
(J)�Z1 and Z1nZ2nS=
La(/) n L"(J) = 0 
<=: Let a EIR For each nEN , there is a Z
n
e$(X) with L0(/)<;,_ Zn and 
Zn n L
0 + "(/) = 0 . Now ( n Zn) n S = L4(J) . Similarly for L
a(!) . □ 
Next we use the preceding theorem to localise condition 3.2.13 (g) .. 
4.3.2 Definition ; If S s;;; X and / E C(S) then for each a E IR for which La(!) :j: 0 we 
define CJ.a(/)= { A <;,_ S : A 2 La+ rU) for some r > 0 } • It is plain to see that GJ,a(J) is a 
completely regular filter on S. Similarly, for each b ER with Lb(/) :j: 0 we define 
ri]b(/) = { A s;;; S : A � Lb - r(/) for some r > O } , and CJ."(!) is a completely regular filter on S .
It is imrprising that just the filters CJ.a(!) ( or just the filters GJ,b(J) ) associated with an
/ e C(S) can be used to characterise z-embedding of/ . We start by using the filters '1,a.(/) : 
4.3.3 Theorem : Let S � X and J E C(S) • Then f is :-embedded in X if/ ri]0(/) i� 
z-embedded in X for each a ER with L0(J) -:f:. 0 .
Proof. => : Let r > 0 . Then L
0 
+.!: (/) E '1>
0
(/) e.nd is completely separated from 
2 
S - La+ rU) by the %-embedded function / . We have shown that a base for ri]a(/) iB z-
embedded, and it follows easily that ri]a(/) is z-embedded. 
<=: We apply theorem 4.3.1 . Let a< b in R • We may 868ume that L0(/) / 0 and 
Lb(!) -:f:. 0 • Let m = a! b ;;;; a+ b 2 a. • Now Lrn(J) e CJ.0(/) which is z-embedded, so there is an 





(g) and S-Lm(J) � L
1(g) , and by z-embedding of g there exist Z,Z' E SS(X) with
� Z' n S � Z' and Zn Z' n S = L
0
(g) n L1(g) = 0. Thus / is z-embedded in X . □ 
In view of the preceding theorem, we can offer an alternative proof of the equivalence of 
3.2.13 (a) and 3.2.13 (g) : 
4.3.4 Theorem: Let S � X . Then S 1s z-embedded m X if/ every completely
regular filter on S is z-embedded in X 
PrrJof. :::::} : this is obvious. 
{= : Let f E C(S) . Whenever a E IR with La(/) 'I- 0 the filter �a(f) is (by hypothesis) 
:-embedded in X , so by the preceding theorem / is :-embedded in X . So all of �( S) is z-
embedded in X , and therefore S is z-embedded in X □
Again we see the global result being recovered from its localisation, and this time 
making the proof of the global result considerably more simple. 
As already mentioned, we a.re able to use just the filters "J.b(/) to characterise z­
embedding off
4.3.5 Theorem: Let S � X and f E C(S) • Then f is z-embedded in X if/ �b(f) is
z-embedded in X for each b E IR with Lb(!) 'I- 0
Proof. Similar to that of theorem 4.3.3 . □ 
4.3.6 Remark: The filters "J.a(/) and �"(!) need not be maximal completely 
regular: If c E IR and a> c then L
a
(c) = S , so that "J.a(c) = {S} . Maximality can still fail for 
non-constant functions: Suppose / E C(S) and c1 < d1 < c2 < d2 < a with La(/) 'I- 0 1 
1-1[c1,d1] 'I- 0 and /-
1[c2,d2] '1-0. Then /-
1[c1,d1J and f-
1[c2,d2] are disjoint zer0-sets of S
that meet GJJ
a
(/) , so that "J.a(/) cannot be maxima.I.
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The following theorem is a localisation of 3.2.13 {a) � (b) . Whereas 3.2.13 (b) 
demands a condition of all z-filters on the subspace, the localisation demands this condition of 
only a collection of z-filters associated with a given function. 
4.3. 7 Definition : Note that, when defined, the bases {La+ rU) : r > 0} and 
{ Lb - r(J) : r > 0} for <iJia(J) and Ii.A
b(/) are z-filterbases on S . We denote by 9J.a(f) (resp.
9.J.-,,(/)) the z-filter on S generated by { L
11 
+ rU) : r > O} (resp. { Lb - r(J) : r > 0}) .
4.3.8 Theorem: Let r.p: S--+ X be the inclusion map. The following are equivalent: 
(i) f E C(S) is z-embedded in X ,
(ii) for each C\.1
11
(/) that is defined and for each 9.J.b(/) that 1s defined, 





+ r(/) =Zn S for some Z E �(X) , by z-embedding of/ , So Z e If'#( 9.J.B(/)) , and 
Similarly we have 9.l b(J) � !f!#( 9.l b(/)) IS . 
�: Let a ER . We may assume that La(!) f:; 0 . Then by hypothesis we have 
9.J.a.(f) = r.p#( 9.!11(/)) IS (the reverse inclusion is always true). On expanding this we have
Then for each n E N , 9.la(/) 3 L 1 (/)a+;; 
= Zn nS for some Zn e2;(X). Now LaCI) = (nzn)nS. Similarly for L
11(/). □
The next theorem is really a. trivial restatement of theorem 4. 2. 3 , recasting ( a 1) in
terms of our filters <iJJ11(/) and CJ,"(/) . Note that this theorem is a localisation of 3.4.5 (h} . 
4.3.9 Theorem : Let Sf X and f e c•(s) . The following are equivalent:
(i) f extends continuowily over X,
(ii) for each a < b in IR for which <iJJ11(/) and li.A
11(J) are defined, GJ,a(/) and liJ,b(f) are
completely separated in X 
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Proof. ⇒ : Let a < b in IR with La(!)-::/- 0 a.nd L
b(!):/:- 0 • Choose r1, r2 with
a< r1 < r2 < b • Now by (0:1) , Lr1 (/) e �a(/) and L
r
2(/) e �6(/) a.re completely separated in
X • Hence �a.(/) and c.]
b(f) are completely separated in X • 
¢:: We verify (a
1
) . Let a< bin R . Choose A e �a(!) and Be �6(/) with A and B 
completely separated in X
completely separated in X . 
Since A 2 La(/) and B ;2 Lb(!) , La(/) and L
6(/) are also 
□ 
From theorems 4.3.3 , 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 we deduce that S iB z-embedded in X iff every
completely regular filter on S is z-embedded in X iff for each f e C*(S) and each a e IR for
which c.]a(f) is defined, GJ!a(f) i!J z-embedded in X if/ for each f E C"(S) and each b E IR for
which �b(f) ill defined, GJ.b(f) is z-embedded in X . Also, from theorems 4.3.9 and 3.4.5 
(a) � (h) we deduce that S is C* -embedded in X if! distinct maximal completely regular filters
on S are completely &eparated in X if! for each f E c·(s) and for each a < b in IR for which
�a(f) and �
b(f) are defined, c.]a(f) and �6(/) are completely 1Jeparated in X • These suggest 
that the filters a:Ba(/) and c.]b(f) for f e C"'(S) are able to fulfil mu<:h of the role of the collection 
of all completely regular filters on S, a.t least in the contexts of z-, and C*- embedding. At this 
prompting, the condition that every GJ111(/) and every GJ.
6(/) be the trace on S of some maximal
completely regular filter on X seems a Likely localisation of 3.4 .3 ( c) . Investigation showed that 
this is indeed a sufficient condition for the extendibility of a given / e C*(S) (this having a. non­
trivial proof) , but that the condition is excessively strong (e.g., on a compact Sit holds only for 
constant f ! ) with the consequence that necessity fails. 
Recall the following characterisation of maximality for completely regular filters (2.3.3 
(v)) : A <:ompletely regular filter '!I on S is maximal completely regular if! <p('!f) converges for 
each <p E C*(S) • Using this characterisation we may restate 3.4.3 (a){:} (b) aa follows: S � X is 
C*-embedded in X if/ '!I) S is a maximal completely regula.r filter on S foe ea.ch maximal 
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completely regular filter ':1 on X that meets S i/f for each maximal completely regula.r filter ':f 
on X that meets S , '{)(':! I S) converges for every '{) E c•(s) . With this in mind we consider the 
following condition on f E C*( S) :
(t I) for ea.ch max:imal completely regular filter ':f on X that meets S , f (':I I S)
converges in R • 
(t1) is thus a localisation of the condition 3.4.3 (b) .
From the preceding discussion we have: 
4.3.10 Proposition.: (t1) holds far every f eC*(S) if/ S i.'l C*-embedded. □ 
This leads us to wonder whether (11) is necessary and/or sufficient for the ex:tendibility
of a single given bounded function. We are able to prove necessity: 
4.3.11 Theorem: Let f E c•(s) . Then (t1) is a necessary condition far the
erlendibility off over X 
Proof. Let ':f be a maximal completely regula.r filter on X that meets S . Suppose 
that f (':FIS) does not converge. 
Now since / is bounded , /(GJ IS) is a filter on the compact Hausdorff space f(S) . 
Thus /(':11 S) has at least one cluster point, and since /(':11 S) does not converge we conclude 
from lemma. 2.3.2 that J(GJ JS) has at least two distinct cluster points, say a and b • 
Choose disjoint closed neighbourhoods A and B of a a.nd b respectively. Now A and B 
meet f (':11 S) since a and b are cluster points of f(':11 S) . If FE GJ then f(F n S) E / ((!J IS) , 
and since A and B meet f(':F IS) we have An f(F n S) #- 0 #- B n f(F n S) . Thus we have 
f-1(A) n F n S cf:. 0 I- 1-1(B) n F n S , and so 1-1(A) n F / 01- f-1(B) n F . We have shown
that /-1(A) and 1-1(B) meet GJ .
Suppose g E C(X) with g IS= f • Consider g-1(A) and g-1(B) . These a.re disjoint
zero-sets of X with g-1(A) 2 /-1(A) and g-1(B) 2 f-1(B), and since J-1(A) and /-1(B) meet
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'J , we conclude that g-1(A) and g-1(B) meet ':! . We have produced. disjoint zero-sets of X
meeting the maximal completely regular filter 'J on X - a contradiction. □
Note that in the last paragraph of the proof it does not suffice to extend J-1(A) and
r-1(B) to zero-sets of X (if A and B were suitably chosen, this would be possible by z­
embedding of f ) . It seems that we do need something stronger than mere z-embedding of f 
for { t /) t-0 hold. The theorem shows that extendibility of / is sufficiently strong, but is it too 
strong? To answer this we mUBt decide whether or not (t 1) is sufficient for the extendibility of
f e C(S) . To date this remains undecided, though indicators like 4.3.10 a.re encouraging. 
4.4 CONCLUSION 
The a.irn of this dissertation has been achieved as far 88 we are currently able. There 
are, to the author's knowledge, no results in the literature concerning localisation of our global 
filter-theoretic cha.ra.cterisa.tion of z-, c•-, and C- embedding - even the filter characterisations 
of z-embedding in this chapter do not appear anywhere. 
Very little attempt bas been made in this dissertation to study the various embeddings 
and their localisations when the subspace involved has additional properties (e.g., is dense in the 
parent spa.ce, is a zero-set of the parent spa.ce, satisfies separation axioms, etc. ) . Results in this 
line do exist, but none have a filter-theoretic flavour to them. The fa.ct that our 
characterisations hold without having to demand conditions of the subspace, and tha.t they are 
elegant in spite of this, makes their appeal even greater. There are many instances (e.g., in 
functional ana.lysis) where the subspace is known to have certain properties, and for this purpose 
it would be rewarding to find conditions which, in the presence of these subspace properties, are 
equivalent to the conditions of the various theorems of this dissertation. 
The stream of results of a cl68Bical nature is, by the evidence of chapter 4, very well 
rounded. From each of the main classical characterisations of z-, C*-, and C- embedding we 
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have seen a. very pleasing localisation unfold, and these loca.lisa.tions have giveo iocreased insight 
into the global characterisations. Furthermore, we now have classical conditions that allow us 
to decide the z-embedding status, and extendibility status, of a. single given function on a 
subspace independent of the status of other continuous functions on the subspace. The 
localisation in the filter-theoretic stream is only complete with respect to z-embedding of a. 
function. The necessary condition ( t 1) appears to be a likely candidate for characterising
exteodibility of a bounded function on a subspace; in time we hope to decide the validity of this 
claim. As for extendibility of an unbounded function ... a few conditions a.rising from theorem 
3.4.9 present themselves as potential characterisations, but no one has yet revealed itself as 
either necessary or sufficient. Since it usually the case that characterisations of the bounded case 
are used in the passage to a characterisation of the unbounded case, perhaps it is wise to settle 
the former first. 
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